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Whole genome sequencing has opened enormous worlds of opportunity in recent years as 
the number of sequenced organisms has continued to skyrocket. Keeping track of what we 
have sequenced and added to our databases, as the cornucopia of data grows ever larger, is 
essential. Maintaining order in our classification of genomes and understanding how they 
relate to each other is probable to only continue to grow in importance as time progresses. 
A second major consequence of the explosion in genome sequencing is the ever-increasing 
opportunity to explore the distribution and role of rare genes in the pan-genomes of 
phylogenetic groups and communities as never before. Such insights offer us opportunities 
to glean how these genes at the seeming periphery of a group can direct organismal 
interactions and perhaps shape or repress the emergence of new lineages.  
 
The first section of this thesis discusses how established methodologies can elucidate both 
phylogeny and taxonomy. Tools such as multi-locus sequence analysis, average nucleotide 
identity (ANI), and core genome phylogenies are shown to converge on the same answers 
to how genomes relate to one another and how they should be classified. The second section 
discusses a novel extension to the ANI concept. This extension allows the inference of 
statistically supported phylogenies from whole genome data. As a byproduct of this new 
method deeper taxonomic ranks can now be delimited by in silico genomic distance. A 
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detection and identification pipeline for restriction-methylation systems in the class 
Halobacteria is presented in the third section. Additionally, the strong proclivity of these 
genes to be transferred across the breadth of the class is also analyzed. Finally, the last 
section discusses a hypothesis of how apparently mutualistic interactions could arise 
through a process of mutual cheating. Furthermore, the hypothesis is compared with prior 
hypotheses that also invoke distributed genomes and shared functions. 
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction and Outline of Chapters 
  
Chapter 1.1 A brief history of taxonomy 
 Taxonomy is the science of classification of living things (Boone and Castenholz, 
2012). The modern concept of taxonomy begins with Linnaeus and moves forward from 
there (Cain, 1957). Linnaeus placed the genus as the unit of import with species far less 
important and defined by a long series of up to twelve differentiae (Cain, 1958). In fact, 
the well-known single word species names in the binomial system were mere 
afterthoughts in his system and not intended for serious use. These important genera were 
the result of applying the Aristotelian principle of “Logical Division” to create “Natural 
Groupings (Cain, 1962).” These principles strove to define groups by only their 
“essences.” Any other attributes were viewed as  “accidental” attributes to be discarded 
for purpose of classification (Cain, 1957, 1962).  
 The nature of how to divide organisms into these logical groupings is at the heart 
of taxonomy. While geometry and other mathematics offer relatively clean examples of 
essential versus accidental attributes, such as the definition of a circle as opposed to the 
color of the line used to draw it, the biological world is rarely so forthcoming. Biological 
classification has a long history of needing to change its mind on what it values as 
essential attributes (Cain, 1962). For a long time emphasis was placed on using a priori 
principles that were then applied to organisms (Cain, 1958, 1962). However, these 
systems created situations where it was patently obvious that things that were related to 
each other were separated or that different organisms were being grouped together, such 
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as using the wood production group monocots and dicots together (Cain, 1962; Cowan, 
1962). Rather, so-called “blind groping,” perhaps fairly summarized as human intuition, 
was creating the groupings that we then sought to define and quantify through rules 
(Cain, 1957, 1962). When systems were deemed to be succeeding, albeit usually 
temporarily, it was because they agreed with the natural groups our intuitions had already 
largely settled on. 
 By the time of Darwin the preferred a priori principles were organ systems 
deemed essential (Cain, 1958). However, these were fraught with difficulties over cases 
such as undeveloped and vestigial organs that did not fit into the contemporary schema. 
Darwin recognized and criticized these approaches on the grounds that one inevitably 
creates absurd groupings, such as the varying development of eyes (Darwin, 1859). His 
theory of evolution provided a useful explanation. Taxonomists could explain their 
models’ difficulty with attributes such as vestigial organs through a history of shared 
descent (Cain, 1962). Taxonomy was taking its first steps into phylogeny (de Queiroz, 
1996). An important consequence was a shifting emphasis to non-overlapping, nested, 
and mutually exclusive groups (de Queiroz, 1996; Hennig, 1965). Darwin’s theory, 
however, did still create an obstacle for taxonomy. A danger lay in assuming that similar 
attributes indicated a shared heritage. Thus, any system of classification that is based on 
evolution must distinguish convergence from ancestral resemblance. Nevertheless, 
taxonomists frequently treated shared descent as a superficial post hoc explanation and 
justification of the natural groups they constructed (de Queiroz, 1996). 
 By the middle of the 20th century taxonomists could generally be split into two 
schools of thought (Sokal, 1963). The first were those considering phylogenetic origins of 
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biological attributes in their classification schema, and the second were those who used 
only comparative evidence in the absence of phylogenetic consideration (Sokal, 1963). 
The later, sometimes calling themselves empirical taxonomists, argued that classification 
was meaningless without declaring the purpose of the exercise and that such purposes 
should be practical (Blackwelder, 1967; Sokal, 1963). These empiricists began turning to 
statistics to improve help build their groups through the “new method” of numerical 
taxonomy (Cain, 1962; Sokal, 1963). Numerical taxonomy is a strictly phenetic system, 
eschewing any consideration of phylogenetics from its considerations. Looking back at it 
from today, one wonders if it was a form of backlash to what de Quiroz (1996) termed 
“the evolutionizing of taxonomy.” In any case, the methods frequently found results 
highly congruent with the accepted taxonomies (Blackwelder, 1967). Yet again, the tacit 
ultimate barometer of our efforts is what we innately intuit to be so. Numerical taxonomy 
claimed to be a leap forward by forgoing the a priori weighting of characters in classical 
methods and replacing those with a belief that all characters are equivalent (Blackwelder, 
1967). This assumption was challenged on multiple grounds (Blackwelder, 1967). First, 
assuming all characters are equal is assigning a weight, however agnostic it may be. 
Second, the proponents admitted that the method requires the use of “taxonomically 
informative” characters, which belies the idea of equality (Blackwelder, 1967; Sokal, 
1963).  
Meanwhile, the phylogenetic camp continued “evolutionizing” their ideas. Hennig 
was a prime mover, championing “phylogenetic systematics.” In this system, all 
relationships are judged through the lens of vertical descent with an emphasis on attaining 
strict monophyly of groups (Hennig, 1965) defined by shared derived characters 
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(synapomorphies). Any characters that have either remained unchanged for long periods 
of time (plesiomorphies) or have only recently emerged (autapomorphies) should be 
eschewed, because they would over-unite or over-divide groups in phenetic systems 
(Hennig, 1965). This new approach to classification was paralleled by a developing shift 
from conceiving of species as groups of similar individuals into populations of 
interbreeding individuals (de Queiroz, 1996). 
 Molecular phylogenetics began in earnest during the 1960s and began influencing 
taxonomic thinking (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965). Research focused primarily on 
comparing protein sequences and inferring phylogenies from parts thereof (Fitch and 
Margoliash, 1967). Although, nucleic acids were already appreciated as stores of 
molecular history data (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965). However, the real leap forward 
in emphasizing genealogy over phenetics in microbes came with the introduction of SSU 
rRNAs as phylogenetic chronometers (Fox et al., 1977; Woese and Fox, 1977). These 
developments, first catalogues of small oligomer libraries and then later partial and full 
gene sequencing, generated a push in genealogy towards “natural taxonomies” or “natural 
classification” systems (Pace et al., 2012; Sapp, 2007; Woese et al., 1990). Natural 
taxonomic systems were not new to the bacteria and had actually been proposed decades 
earlier by Stanier, van Neil, and Kluyver (Kluyver et al., 1936; Stanier and Niel, 1941). 
Interestingly, Stanier and van Neil felt evidence for their systems was both lacking and 
unlikely to be forthcoming and expressed an unwillingness to defend them in later work 
(Stanier and Niel, 1962). These newer rRNA-based systems were predominantly 
concerned with organizing organisms by the principles of shared descent. Interestingly, 
this shift may have been the first time that an a priori principle created major changes in 
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classification and was not promptly torn down for destroying established groups. 
However, it is worth noting that microbiologists have generally had fewer characters to 
work with and less time to accrue expectations and preconceptions of how microbes 
should group than botanists and zoologists (Cain, 1962; Cowan, 1962). Regardless, the 
phylogenetic emphasis gained steam and informed debate on classification, taxonomy, 
and nomenclature (Sapp, 2007). The methods used have migrated into other, and 
multiples of, housekeeping genes (Naser et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2005) as researchers 
sought the ability to resolve more closely related taxa, and as limitations to the use of 
solely 16S sequencing became apparent (Boucher et al., 2004; Morandi et al., 2005). 
These new methods, and 16S phylogenetics before them, all seem to carry the torch from 
the earliest days of taxonomy. They all seek to discern which genes reflect the essential 
attributes of the organism’s history of vertical descent. Old schemes are discarded 
because some or all of the genes are found to suffer incomplete lineage sorting, horizontal 
gene transfer, or some other malady that interferes with detection of shared descent.  
Somewhat in parallel to the rRNA and sequencing-driven revolution, another line 
of taxonomic analysis developed (Johnson, 1985; Steigerwalt et al., 1976). DNA-DNA 
Hybridization (DDH) is based on comparing the amount of hybridization between two 
genomes (Steigerwalt et al., 1976). High values indicate that the query comparator shares 
large amounts of very similar genomic DNA to the reference. Below a certain threshold, 
usually 70%, the two comparators can be ruled as not belonging to the same species. 
DDH eventually emerged as an accepted “gold standard” for delimiting species 
(Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994). One of the most interesting aspects to this approach 
from an historical taxonomic viewpoint is how it shares traits with the earlier phonetic 
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and classical taxonomy principles. It is explicitly called a phylogenetic method 
(Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994), but there is no attempt made to verify that all of the 
hybridizing DNA shares a common history. The measurement also looks at the bulk, or 
net, signal of the organism. If one imagines each base pair as a individual character then 
one might be forgiven for seeing a parallel to the numerical taxonomy concept in the 
calculation. The success of DDH has prompted many researchers to attempt to augment 
or supplant the method with comparisons of whole genome sequences (Auch et al., 
2010a; Goris et al., 2007; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2013; 
Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009; Varghese et al., 2015). It might be argued that these 
systems are a throwback as much to the pre-phylogenetic ideas of taxonomy as they are 
to advancing the natural taxonomy principles of phylogenetic taxonomy.   
 
 Chapter 1.2 What do we want from species? 
 A recurring theme throughout the evolution of taxonomy is questioning what we 
wish our systems of classification and nomenclature to represent (Blackwelder, 1967; 
Cain, 1962; Cowan, 1962; de Queiroz, 1996; Sokal, 1963; Woese et al., 1990; Woese and 
Fox, 1977). This is not an idle point. At the heart of many disputes lies a fundamental 
disagreement over taxonomy’s priority (Blackwelder, 1967; Sapp, 2007; Sokal, 1963; 
Woese et al., 1990). This conflict is perhaps quite natural. After all, the users of our 
taxonomic schema come from different backgrounds and have different uses for them. 
While an evolutionary biologist may have good cause to favor a system that quickly and 
efficiently organizes taxa by history of shared descent, a clinician may have equally 
sound reasons for desiring a classification that groups taxa by pathogenic potential and 
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modes of action in humans over other considerations. Ultimately, these tensions come to 
a head at the species level. 
 The mere word species is a loaded one. Where once Linnaeus saw only the genus 
as the rank of prime importance (Cain, 1958), it has atrophied and the species has slowly 
rose to supplant it entirely (Cain, 1962; de Queiroz, 1996). Indeed, some researchers view 
species as the only taxonomic rank that is worth trying to define (Stackebrandt and 
Goebel, 1994). Others doubt even its very existence (Cowan, 1962; Lawrence, 2002; 
Papke et al., 2007). Its long history of definitions and redefinitions has led to some 
researchers coining new terms to avoid its baggage (Fullmer et al., 2014b; Papke et al., 
2007) or struggle with how HGT impacts species concepts and shared ancestry 
(Dykhuizen and Green, 1991; Gogarten et al., 2002). 
 The classical taxonomical approach, to put like with like, suggests that species 
need not require its members to be closely related. The phenetic school of numerical 
taxonomy certainly would not. The phylogentic school that has gained prominence places 
a history of shared descent at the apex of its priorities and assumes incongruous 
characters are the equivalent of the old accidental attributes. As the phylogenetic 
philosophy is currently ascendant it is tempting to call it the winner and accept it as the 
way to proceed. However, there remain some important points to consider.  
 The phylogenetic school of taxonomy assumes we can identify the components of 
the genome that reflect an organism or taxon’s history of shared descent. It assumes that 
we can identify the essential attributes while successfully screening out the accidental 
ones. This may be a very dangerous assumption. We saw with rRNA phylogenetics that 
its genes do not necessarily reflect a perfect history of vertical transmission (Boucher et 
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al., 2004). Additionally, what is the correct course of action when an organism possesses 
multiple divergent copies of its rRNA gene (Morandi et al., 2005)? Adding more genes 
will not necessarily solve the problem (Salichos and Rokas, 2013). From the 
microbiologist’s perspective, the core problem is horizontal gene transfer (HGT). HGT 
allows genes to break their linkage with the genome and each other. This means these 
genes can experience different histories and convolute phylogenetic analysis (Colston et 
al., 2014; Papke et al., 2004). The rate of HGT has been reported at high levels in many 
groups (Khomyakova et al., 2011; Olendzenski et al., 2000; Sharma et al., 2007; 
Williams et al., 2011; Zhaxybayeva et al., 2006, 2009). This does not only disrupt 
individual gene phylogenies. It may be large enough to affect the signals measured in 
whole genome comparisons. Methods such as DDH (Steigerwalt et al., 1976), ANI (Goris 
et al., 2007; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005), and GGDC (Auch et al., 2010a) must 
tacitly assume, if they are to be viewed as phylogenetic, that the shared signal is vertical 
descent rather than the result of some other process. Otherwise, they are perhaps best 
viewed as being of a phenetic nature in line with numerical taxonomy (Sokal, 1963). 
Worryingly for the phylogenetic school, large effective rates of HGT are able to mimic 
the patterns in genomic relatedness associated with vertical descent (Andam and 
Gogarten, 2011). As HGT is more frequent between closely related organisms (Fraser et 
al., 2007; Williams et al., 2012) it can be assumed that many clusterings we observe are 
vertical descent augmented by biased gene transfer. Yet, cases like the Thermotoga 
(Zhaxybayeva et al., 2009), where the genome appears to be a patchwork of at least three 
disparate sources, should give any researcher pause before making that assumption 
without justification. 
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 So where does that leave us? Certainly, our ability to accurately classify 
organisms into groups by shared common descent is far from certain at this point, 
although the amount of uncertainty is different at different taxonomic levels. We can 
classify on highly practical traits, such as many clinicians prefer (speaking anecdotally, 
this author is personally familiar with multiple clinicians who use Shigella as functional 
definition for any microbe that produces shiga-toxins). But these schemata may not be of 
much value outside of their narrow designed-for scope. Perhaps those who throw up their 
hands at the entire affair are on to something (Cowan, 1962; Papke et al., 2007)? But then 
why, even when we are skeptical of taxonomy, do we return to it (in this author’s case, 
see chapter 3)? The only conclusion that seems certain is that scientists will continue 
attempting to concoct a perfect system that addresses all of the difficulties. 
 
Chapter 1.3 Chapter Overviews  
One of the prevalent themes of my work is identifying and delimiting species, or similar 
units, and what has shaped and continues to shape these units. To the former, I have used 
well-established classification methods to successfully contribute to resolving multiple 
taxonomic groups. Additionally, I have contributed some novel extensions and additions 
to the field’s cadre of tools. To the latter, I have looked at natural populations and 
communities in the halophilic Archaea to investigate how mating barriers may be 
constructed to reduce homogenization of communal lineages. I also have played 
significant parts in research aiming to understand the unit of horizontal transfer in the 
genus Aeromonas. Extending beyond the direct research, I have spent time thinking about 
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how populations might be coaxed into different evolutionary paths and what the results 
might look like.  
 
The second chapter of this work focuses on the application and incremental extension of 
several well-established or increasingly well-established methodologies for taxon 
delineation. The primary players here are multi-locus sequencing analysis (MLSA), 
average nucleotide identity (ANI), and in silico DNA-DNA hybridization (isDDH or 
dDDH) (Auch et al., 2010a; Goris et al., 2007; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Sullivan 
et al., 2005). All three were developed before I became a graduate student, and all three 
were on the way up as I began my work. MLSA was in a stage of incrementally adding 
more genes to the analysis in the hopes of strengthening the results by tamping down on 
the discord of horizontal gene transfer (HGT). I took advantage of my access to 
collaborations with large amounts of whole genome data and ramped the number of genes 
up from as few as two or three up to 5 (Fullmer et al., 2014b), 16 (Colston et al., 2014), 
and even past thirty (Collins et al., 2015; Gromek et al., 2016). I also took the method to, 
or arguably past, its logical conclusion and made expanded-core phylogenies from all of 
the common genes in a dataset (Colston et al., 2014). While initially optimistic about the 
power of MLSA and the stories it could tell, I was under no illusions about the frailty of 
relying on a single line of evidence. As a result, I became increasingly interested in 
whole-genome comparisons. This concept most commonly takes the form of ANI 
(Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009), wherein the entirely 
of an assembled genome is compared against the entirety of a second assembled genome. 
I found this method dovetailed very well with the MLSA results and allowed me to make 
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strong conclusions about the relationships of many of the taxa in my datasets. I added an 
isDDH method (Auch et al., 2010b) to the Aeromonas study. While conceptually very 
similar to ANI it uses a different algorithm and adds post-processing to place its result on 
the same scale as traditional wet-lab DDH values, allowing for direct comparisons. This 
method offered several advantages over ANI, such as statistical measures of uncertainty 
around the point estimates, and a more intrinsic incorporation of the fractions of genomes 
used in its calculations. Its results were largely in close concordance with the other 
methods, although it was discovered that we needed to innovate slightly to adapt the 
method to the Aeromonas genus. 
 
My collaborators and I introduced new MLSA schemata, participated at the leading edge 
of increasing their scope, adapted isDDH to meet the demands of a convoluted genus, and 
applied some of these methodologies to groups that had seen little to no exposure to them 
prior, as well as on new scales. However, the methods used were still largely by-the-book 
or only modestly innovative. The third chapter covers my exploration into more 
uncharted territory with the development of a new iteration of ANI and the implicit 
discovery of potentially informative cutoffs for deeper taxonomic ranks than traditional 
ANI or isDDH have been able to offer. 
 
The fourth chapter covers my foray into seeking out and examining rare genes in the 
Halobacteria. I start by discussing the role and our understanding of HGT in the 
Halobacteria (Fullmer et al., 2014a). I then move on to discussing my progress in 
identifying restriction-methylation genes in communities of the genus Halorubrum and 
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the Halobacteria class as a whole. Evidence is presented for the methylase genes 
undergoing transfer to the point of being freely available and speculation on how 
methylation may play less of a role in divergence than I assumed. 
 
The final chapter veers in a different direction with a philosophical treatise on the nature 
of pan-genomes. I present a notion where the pan-genome acts a shared resource for some 
or all members of a species, population, or community (Fullmer et al., 2015). The arrival 
at this hypothesized state, seemingly of pure cooperation, might actually be the result of 
purely cheating by all participants. 
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Chapter 2: Molecular phylogenies can discriminate phylogeny and 
taxonomy 
 
Multi-Locus Sequence Analysis (MLSA; also known as MLST – for Typing) has been an 
established mechanism for constructing phylogenies of closely related taxa and assisting 
in classifying species for decades (Zeigler, 2003). It evolved originally out of a need to 
find an alternative to partial 16S SSU rDNA gene phylogenetics. Sequencing the 16S 
suffers from several drawbacks in these situations. Firstly, 16S’s great advantage in large-
scale phylogenetics, its extreme level of conservation, is a liability at a genus, species, or 
strain level (Hanage et al., 2005). Even its variable regions have had little opportunity to 
evolve informative mutations among the recently or incompletely diverged taxa. Second, 
it is a single gene. Any horizontal transfer, partial or whole, can poison any “correct” 
signal the gene possesses. An assumption, exemplified by the complexity hypothesis 
(Jain et al., 1999), has held that the sheer number of intracellular interactions 16S rRNAs 
are involved in would impair the rate of successful transfers to other organisms. The 
analogy could be made that the 16S genes are like the engines in cars; most of them are 
highly similar, but the connections, gearing interfaces, and attachment points are rarely 
the same from model-to-model, compromising the safety or effective operation of a 
vehicle with an alternative engine. Unfortunately, this has turned out to be not the case 
with many ribosomal RNAs and proteins (Boucher et al., 2004). The high level of 
conservation actually allows these ORFs to be transferred more easily because more of 
the interaction details are preserved (Wang and Zhang, 2000). Finally, a problem of more 
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limited, but very serious (where occurring), scope is the existence of multiple 
heterogeneous copies of 16S rRNAs (Gogarten et al., 2002; Lopez-Lopez et al., 2007; 
Morandi et al., 2005). In the case of the Aeromonas the heterogeneity is great enough to 
change the species assignment in many strains (Morandi et al., 2005). This phenomenon 
presents several problems. If confronted with multiple divergent 16S ORFs, which should 
one pick? What happens if the sequencing generates chimeras where the final molecule 
tells the story of none of its constituents? What if the existing genomic sequences are 
already chimeras on account of internal recombination? All of these issues combined to 
create an environment where new alternatives were needed to generate useful 
phylogenies. 
 
Research with some organisms had begun to move to single-copy housekeeping genes to 
supplement or replace their 16S phylogenies (Gevers et al., 2005; Naser et al., 2005; 
Sullivan et al., 2005).  These genes had some clear advantages over 16S. Most obviously, 
they were less conserved which allowed for more resolution at low taxonomic levels. 
Additionally, being single-copy the issue of multiple heterogeneous copies was 
ameliorated. However, the other limitations still existed. Any HGT in a dataset could 
corrupt the result to the point of uselessness for the taxa affected. And these genes were 
often still so conserved that they could easily move from one organism to another without 
too much difficulty. The levels of conservation were also often still so high that there 
could be few-if-any informative sites in alignments (Salichos and Rokas, 2013).  
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The next leap was to combine multiple single-copy housekeeping genes. The premise was 
that by using two or more genes, typically concatenated into a single “super gene,” the 
weakly voiced stories from each would combine into a chorus singing a tale of the 
organism’s past. Besides increased resolution there was also the advantage that the 
(presumed) infrequent transfer events would be washed out by the story as a whole. 
 
Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) was first developed in 2005 (Konstantinidis and 
Tiedje, 2005) to compare taxa at a whole-genome level. It was envisioned as a 
complement or replacement to the DNA-DNA Hybridization (DDH) procedure, which 
was fraught with varying methodologies, repeatability, and scalability issues. ANI 
underwent several revisions before a popular version (Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009) 
with a highly accessible GUI (these undoubtedly go hand-in-hand) emerged as an attempt 
to shift the “gold-standard” for species identification and classification. Meanwhile, 
another bioinformatic whole-genome comparison, the Genome-to-Genome Distance 
Calculator (GGDC; I often refer to it as isDDH), tool had been developed in parallel and 
was also reaching functional maturity around the same time (Auch et al., 2010b, 2010a; 
Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2013). The GGDC also aimed to complement or supplant DDH, but 
had the advantages of scaling its results directly onto the DDH scale rather than finding a 
single equivalence point. Additionally, the method includes internal confidence statistics 
of its estimates. I will cover more on the details and merits of ANI and isDDH in Chapter 
3.  
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The work presented in this chapter includes considerable focus on utilizing these tools to 
classify organisms. The first publication (Fullmer et al., 2014) is a population-based 
analysis of Halorubrum genomes isolated from an Iranian salt lake. It uses an established 
MLSA scheme as well as ANI to identify the relationships between the isolates and 
reference taxa. The second section features a second first-author publication (Colston, 
Fullmer et al., 2014) examining taxonomic and phylogenetic assignments with 
bioinformatic comparisons. This manuscript uses a novel MLSA scheme, ANI, isDDH, 
and a core genome MLSA to probe the misclassifications and phylogeny of the 
Aeromonas. Additionally, the appendices include several manuscripts where I used these 
tools in supporting roles to others’ research. These include: i) An MLSA providing 
phylogenetic context to RAPD genomic fingerprinting (Ram Mohan et al., 2014). ii) An 
ANI and MLSA providing classification and phylogenetic positioning for alpha-
proteobacterial isolates of the Roseobacter clade (Collins et al., 2015). iii) The 
phylogenetic placement and several genome comparisons to relatives of an E. scalopes 
egg jelly coat isolate (Gromek et al., 2016). 
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Chapter 2.1 Population and genomic analysis of the genus Halorubrum 
 
This section consists of both my first 1st author publication, and also my first peer-
reviewed publication in (Fullmer et al., 2014b). The major findings of this article include 
an investigation of the Halorubrum populations existing in a presumed island population 
dynamic. The study reports the relationships of the genomic isolates using both gene-
based and whole-genome methods. Additionally, the molecular parasite distributions 
were examined and apparent barriers to gene flow were inferred. Matthew S. Fullmer, J. 
Peter Gogarten, Antonio Ventosa, and R. Thane Papke participated in the design of this 
study and helped to draft the manuscript. Shannon M. Soucy generated the intein data and 
performed the majority of the intein analysis and helped to draft the manuscript. Kristen 
S. Swithers performed the CRISPR Recognition Tool analysis and helped to draft the 
manuscript. Andrea M. Makkay and Ryan Wheeler performed the MLSA PCR. Andrea 
M. Makkay performed the genome sequencing. All authors read and approved the final 
manuscript.  
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Chapter 2.2 Bioinformatic Genome Comparisons for Taxonomic and 
Phylogenetic Assignments Using Aeromonas as a Test Case 
 
This section consists of a paper Sophie Colston and I co-first authored in 2014 (Colston et 
al., 2014). The major results of this paper include constructing well-supported species and 
species groups, the confirmation of multiple proposed misidentifications, and the new 
identification as misclassified of yet more taxa. Finally, the paper finds evidence for 
MLSA analyses being inappropriate for the Aeromonas group. Sophie performed the vast 
majority of the isolation and sequencing of the novel genomes. I performed the vast 
majority of the bioinformatics in the paper. Specifically, the MLSA, homologous group 
clustering, expanded-core phylogeny, ANI, isDDH, and AU-tests of the phylogenies. We 
both participated in drafting and editing the manuscript.  
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Chapter 3 – Extension of the ANI concept to generate phylogenies 
 
This section consists of a not yet submitted draft manuscript detailing a project 
Sean Gosselin and I have been pursuing. The central goal is to determine if average 
nucleotide identity data can be used to infer whole-genome phylogenies of a similar 
quality to more complex methodologies. To this effect we developed metric that extends 
the ANI concept as well as a bootstrapping method, which provides statistical support for 
our phylogeny inference. As a carry-on effect we found our metric provided useful and 
informative cut-offs for delimiting genera and family-level taxonomic ranks. 
This project was conceived by myself and J. Peter Gogarten. Sean and I planned 
and executed the analyses. Sean was primarily responsible for the coding of the ANI-
methodology and was behind several of the statistical analyses. He also made most of the 
qualitative tree comparisons. He participated in writing and editing of the manuscript. I 
coded the isDDH-methodology, performed almost all of the tree-building, and tree-
related statistical analysis. I composed and wrote the first draft of the manuscript and 
have continued to write and edit it. I also wish to acknowledge and thank Yutian Feng for 
contributing assistance with the Frankiales MLSA phylogeny.  
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Chapter 3.1 Expanding the Utility of Comparisons Using Data From Whole 
Genomes 
 
Expanding the Utility of Comparisons Using Data From Whole Genomes 
Matthew S. Fullmer1*, Sean Gosselin1*, and J. Peter Gogarten1,2 
1 Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA 
2 Institute for Systems Genomics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA 
* Authors contributed equally 
 
Abstract 
 Whole genome comparisons, Average Nucleotide Identities (ANI) and the 
Genome-to-genome distance calculator (isDDH) have risen to prominence in rapidly 
classifying taxa using whole genome sequences. The jSpecies implementation of ANI in 
particular, has been proposed to be a new standard in species classification, and has 
become a common technique for papers including newly sequenced genomes. However, 
attempts to use whole genome comparison data to infer phylogenies have had difficulty 
matching those produced by more complex phylogenetics methods. We present two novel 
methods for generating reliable and statistically supported phylogenies using ANI and 
isDDH data matching established techniques. The isDDH method returns good results up 
to approximately the genus level while the ANI method extends to at least the family 
level. These two novel methods offer the opportunity make use of whole-genome 
comparison data that is already being generated to produce relatively quick and accurate 
phylogenies. As a final bonus, the developed ANI methodology also offers the ability to 
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delimit cut-offs for deeper taxonomic ranks than the species level ANI and isDDH is 
usually confined to. 
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Introduction 
DNA-DNA Hybridization (DDH) holds the distinction of being the gold standard of gold 
standards for species delineation (Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994). The method is 
technically challenging and its results are frequently poorly reproducible across labs. As a 
result, there have been ongoing efforts to supplement or replace DDH with in silico 
methods taking advantage of the ongoing revolution in genome sequencing (Auch et al., 
2010a; Goris et al., 2007; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Varghese et al., 2015). The 
two major approaches have been Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) and the Genome-to-
Genome Distance Calculator (GGDC) (Auch et al., 2010a; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 
2005). 
 
From its beginning the proportion of a genome in common with another has been a major 
element in ANI thinking. When first proposed in 2005 the method used the average 
identity of shared ORFs (Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005). After defining a pure ANI 
cutoff the authors then examined the large disparities in gene content among the strains 
and species in their dataset. A year later they explored the question in much greater depth 
and observed that the ANI was correlated with the percent of content shared 
(Konstantinidis et al., 2006). i.e., that it seemed a significant amount of divergence 
needed to have occurred before major shifts in genome content occurred. In 2007, the 
emphasis was shifted from the ORFs to the whole genome as the ANI method was 
adapted to directly compare to DDH  (Goris et al., 2007). This whole-genome approach 
became a popular method of performing the technique. For example, the jSpecies Java 
application was developed to perform the Goris method in a local and scalable manner 
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(Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009). However, the consideration of the varying gene 
content became de-emphasized with the default exportable output from jSpecies not 
including any reference to shared content in a comparison (although, the percent used in 
the comparison was available for viewing in the GUI interface and in the raw data files). 
The de-emphasis on gene content is largely irrelevant when comparing closely related 
organisms. As noted above, there is a correlation between ANI and shared genome 
content. ANI results can give spurious and misleading results when only small fractions 
of the genomes are shared. The gene content issue did return in 2015 with the publication 
of the gANI method (Varghese et al., 2015). This approach explicitly considers the 
shared content and offers two separate delimiters for a species: ANI (as calculated from 
ORFs, but also considering the comparative length of each side in the bidirectional best 
hits.) as well as an “Alignment Fraction” or proportion of genes shared. While gANI 
offers an important upgrade to the ANI paradigm it does contain an important limitation. 
Namely, how does one interpret a comparison between two taxa where the ANI is above 
the threshold and the AF is below? And vice-versa? One wonders if these two measures 
could be combined into a single metric that encompasses both. 
 
Generating trees from whole genome distances has been common for quite some time 
(Gibbon et al., 1999). However, they have often suffered from a lack of statistical support 
for their branching patterns (Krajewski and Dickerman, 1990). It has been common to use 
a set of MLSA-style genes or a strict/relaxed core gene set to build a phylogeny that 
proxies for the signal of the whole genome; for example, the seminal papers in the 
development of ANI (Goris et al., 2007; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005). MLSA 
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methods, while generally strong, have weaknesses. Firstly, the choice of genes is 
important. One needs an a priori set of single copy informative genes. These genes are 
assumed to be rarely horizontally transferred by the complexity hypothesis (Jain et al., 
1999) as well as representing broadly the same history. Unfortunately, more conserved 
genes are often more frequently transferred among closely related organisms (Gogarten et 
al., 2002). Likewise, the genes do not always agree wholeheartedly on their histories 
(Colston et al., 2014; Fullmer et al., 2014; Salichos et al., 2014). Core and relaxed core 
genomes offer advantages by incorporating a tremendous amount of overall information. 
Their primary drawback is the need to annotate the whole genome (albeit a fairly modest 
tribulation), cluster the genes into homologous groups (the largest obstacle, especially 
with large numbers of genomes), and finally the computational power required to 
compute a supported phylogeny from such a large amount of data. 
 Alongside the evolution of ANI, with origins actually predating it (Henz et al., 
2005), another method was developing. This method, realized in the Genome-to-Genome 
Distance Calculator (GGDC), provides whole genome measures directly on the same 
scale as DNA-DNA Hybridization (DDH). This is in contrast to ANI methods that often 
fail to correlate linearly with observed DDH values. I.e., ANIs translated to DDH scale 
can rise above 100% and below zero percent DDH, the maximum and minimum possible 
experimental DDHs. A prime advantage of the GGDC methods is that they also calculate 
a 95% confidence interval. This provides an inbuilt measure of support to the point 
estimates that ANI measures lack. GGDC also provides results from 3 formulas aimed at 
different levels of sequencing completeness, allowing some opportunity to provide more 
support and assessment of the output.   
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 We postulated that we might be able to generate supported phylogenies from 
whole genome comparison data. We aimed to create a single distance measure from ANI 
data incorporating both the ANI and genome proportion. A single measure simplifies 
treebuilding as well as interpretation of the dissimilarity of the genomes. We label this 
new ANI measure Total Average Nucleotide Identity (tANI).  We then developed 
resampling methods to create bootstrapped sets of raw data. Using these methods we gain 
the advantages of a core genome phylogeny while skipping the onerous annotation and 
gene clustering processes. We would also gain process time back by being able to use 
distance-based tree-building methods that are typically far less time consuming than 
maximum-likelihood or Bayesian inference methods. 
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Result
 
Checking Parameters 
Bootstrap confidence sets are reliable for tANI 
Our treebuilding results demonstrate that our methods can produce phylogenies 
that hold up well to traditional methods such as MLSA at genus levels while tANI can 
perform well up to approximately the order or class level. However, one concern is 
whether our method’s bootstrap values are similar to the traditional methods. To assess 
the uncertainty of the support sets Internode Certainty (IC) scores were calculated by 
mapping support sets against reference trees as implemented in RAxML v8.1 (Salichos et 
al., 2014; Stamatakis, 2014). IC represents a quantification of the level of disagreement in 
a support set for a particular node in a phylogeny. The IC decreases as the bootstrap value 
drops and as the dissenting samples agree on fewer rival topologies. I.e., a bipartition 
supported by 51% of the bootstraps would score much higher if the conflicting samples 
represented 49 different alternatives than it would if there were only a single alternative. 
The tree certainty average value (TCA) is the average of IC values across the entire tree, 
representing an assessment of overall conflict in the support set. The mBio dataset was 
used as a test case as it already offers an expanded core phylogeny in addition to the 
MLSA, allowing a more appropriate comparison between whole genome methods. The 
TCA for the mBio MLSA was 0.65 and 0.86 for the tANI phylogeny confidence set. This 
suggests that these two datasets are capturing a dissimilar amount of uncertainty. 
However, the bootstrap set for the expanded core genome from the mBio dataset shows a 
TCA of 0.87, very similar to the tANI data. These data are capturing a very similar 
amount of uncertainty, possibly much of the same uncertainty. When the confidence sets 
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are paired with the other method’s best tree the TCAs are 0.61 for both combinations, 
suggesting much of the uncertainty being observed is shared between the two datasets. To 
take another look at the similarity, or not, between the expanded core and the ANI data 
the distances between the topologies of the two confidence sets were compared and 
projected via PCoA. This projection (Figure01), shows that the clusters of one dataset 
collocate with the other. The upshot is the suggestion that our novel treebuilding method 
is capturing a very comparable amount of uncertainty in the whole genome data as that 
observed in the established methodology demonstrated by the mBio data.  
 
The Internode Certainty (IC) score implemented in the RAxML package (Salichos 
et al., 2014; Stamatakis, 2014) affords a measure of this similarity. IC represents a 
quantification of the level of disagreement in a support set for a particular node in a 
phylogeny. Mapping the bootstrap support set from our tANI methodology onto the mBio 
core genome phylogeny, and vice-versa, revealed average IC (ICA) scores of 0.61. This 
is similar to the ICA score when the mBio MLSA support set is mapped back upon itself. 
It is also relatively close to the core support set mapped onto itself (0.87). This suggests 
that the tANI and core genome methods are capturing a similar level of uncertainty in the 
data, and largely the same uncertainty. 
 
 
Genomic Characteristics Do Not Bias Results 
 These methods utilize whole genome assemblies in their calculation of distances. 
Differences in genomic traits such as size and GC-content could conceivably bias the 
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results of the calculations and introduce artefacts into the final phylogenies and support 
values. To test these possibilities we developed a fourth test set using the order 
Frankiales, composed primarily of the genus Frankia. This group was chosen on account 
of their extreme variance in genome size (~4Mb to ~11 Mb) and considerable range of 
GC-contents (~60% to ~75%).  
The Frankia set did not produce a radically different tree from our MLSA-derived 
reference phylogeny (FigureS01). This suggests that we will be able to make fair use of 
it for examining the genome size and GC-content question. When comparing the tANI 
phylogeny against genome size (Figure02), there is no pattern of clustering by genome 
size. Some groups cluster with similar sizes, such as the F. coriariae and F. alni clades. 
However, these match the MLSA topology and also fail to either attract to other groups 
with similar genome size, or repulse from groups that are different. When examining the 
GC-content, we see a very similar result (Figure03). There are no obvious patterns of 
GC-content biasing taxa together at the expense of their presumed placement. 
 
Saturation Limits jANI Compared to Our Method 
As jANI (Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009) has become a standard in many 
studies, we compare our method against it. jANI values in the absence of shared genomic 
content can lead to erroneous conclusions. There are two causes. First, as the distance 
between two genomes increases the fractions of the genome included in the ANI 
calculation drops rapidly. This is often not a problem among the most closely related of 
organisms as shared content and ANI correlate strongly at high ANIs (Konstantinidis and 
Tiedje, 2005). Second, as genomic divergence increases the impact of sequence 
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saturation increases, decreasing the apparent distances. As genome comparisons move 
away from the species-to-species scale that NI was designed for, the noise in the jANI 
result can become considerable (FigureS02). At extreme levels, the jANI values can 
border on species cutoffs despite incorporating only a miniscule fraction of the genomes 
(~0.1%). An example of this occurs in the Roseo dataset. Rhodobacterales bacterium 
HTCC 2255 demonstrates jANI values as high as 94%, average of 89%, and a median 
score of 91% (the average and median in that dataset are both 83%). This effect can also 
be seen the topology produced from a distance tree inferred from uncorrected jANI 
values (FigureS03). The result for the Roseo set clearly shows a topology with multiple 
differences from Collins et al., demonstrating the effect of saturation on phylogeny 
beyond the most closely related of taxa. 
 Our novel tANI method ameliorates these issues by incorporating the alignment 
fraction into a final distance value and applying a saturation correction. Our value 
increases while jANI enters the early stages of saturation in the neighborhood of 85% 
identity. If using jANI with the MUMmer algorithm the saturation effects appear even 
earlier. The result is that researchers studying new isolates that are not known to be 
especially close relatives to each other or references may inadvertently arrive at incorrect 
conclusions.  
 
Accuracy of Novel Methods Against Multi-gene Methods 
tANI 
Trees calculated by our tANI methodology showed a high degree of agreement with more 
established methods (Figure01).  For the mBio set our distance based tree shows a high 
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degree of convergence in bran4hing pattern with that of the core genome maximum 
likelihood tree produced in the original manuscript (Colston et al., 2014). Looking at 
specific cases, there are small differences in the placement of the A. veronii AMC34 and 
the A. allosaccharophila clade. The branches leading to this node are poorly supported 
(Figure04), but the deeper clades are maintained and highly supported (>90%). The 
similarity of the two trees holds up across different cutoff values for filtering the best 
BLAST hits for the calculation (data not shown).  
Our distance-based methods also produce results comparable to traditional 
methods when examining ambiguous clades.  In the trees produced from our Roseobacter 
set genomes (Figure05), we see highly questionable support values for the largest clade 
(highlighted in blue) from both the MLSA tree and our distance-based tree 
(30/100,45/100 respectively).   
 The AeroOG set, which includes all of the publicly available Aeromonadales 
genomes as of January 2017, suggests that the higher order classification of 
Aeromonadales may also be up for debate.  Members of the Succinivibrionaceae are 
extremely distant from the rest of our data set, to the point where our distance value 
begins to become unreliable. For example, these distance values are on par with or higher 
than Enterobacteriaceae when compared to members of the genus Aeromonas 
(FigureS04).  The individual Succinivibrionaceae may be grouping together as the result 
of long branch attraction, yet it is hard to look at the family in higher detail, as there are 
few sequences currently available on NCBI.  In addition, the original classification of this 
order did not include the Succinivibrionaceae and no further analyses were reported that 
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confirmed they should be included (Martin-Carnahan and Joseph, 2015; Stackebrandt and 
Hespell, 2006). 
Internode Certainty mapping also provides  a degree of quantification to these 
conclusions. Mapping the mBio tANI bootstraps onto the tANI tree and mBio core 
genome bootstraps to core genome tree both yield a result of ~0.86 average IC across all 
nodes. When the ANI support set is mapped against the core tree the score still stands at 
0.61, indicating a substantial amount of support for the core tree topology. This stands in 
contrast to mapping MLSA supports onto the ANI tree, which maintained only a 0.33 
score. There is still agreement with the ANI topology, but the conflicting signal is much 
stronger, fitting with the results reported in Colston et al., 2014. The Roseo set tells a 
similar, if slightly less ideal picture. Self-to-self mapping return IC values of ~0.80. 
While, mapping MLSA bootstraps onto the ANI topology produces a reduced IC average 
score of 0.39. While this clearly indicates the two methods are exploring at least a 
substantially similar area of tree-space, they are less in line than the mBio dataset.  
isDDH 
 The isDDH treebuilding on the mBio set produced results largely in concordance 
with Colston et al., 2014, but with a greater number of topological differences supported 
by strong bootstrap values (Figure06). For example, the nearest neighbor of A. veronii, is 
A. sp. AMC34 at 87% bootstraps. Additionally, A. sobria falls out near the base of the so-
called Aeromonas veronii group rather than grouped with the two A. allosacharophila 
strains.  
 Inferring a phylogeny for the Roseo set, the results showed less in common with 
Collins et al. (Figure07). While groups such as the Leisingera and Phaeobacter fell out 
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as would be expected a number of others, including the Ruegeria and Tateymaria not 
matching the published topology. More concerning was that a number of nodes received 
negligible or even zero support from the confidence set, suggesting that the resampling 
and treebuilding method has reached or passed the limits of its usefulness. 
 Treebuilding with the isDDH method at the higher taxonomic levels, with the 
AeroOG set, confirmed the results of the Roseo set. Placements of taxa border on random 
in many cases. For example, A. lacus resides on one of the branches furthest from the 
center of Aeromonas gravity. V. cholerae IEC224 and Succinatimonas hippei YIT12066 
lie within the Aeromonas genus. Most of the accepted genera are split up in multiple 
locations across the tree. The only reasonable conclusion is that our method for inferring 
phylogenies from isDDH data lacks the potential of our ANI method. This is certainly 
true as one moves into taxonomic ranks deeper than genus level. 
  
Misclassified Taxa 
 A number of taxa in our datasets appear to be misclassified (TableS01). Almost 
all of these taxa fall into groups with which there exists phylogenetic support for their 
misclassification. These taxa were reclassified into novel groups along their phylogenetic 
lines for the purpose of our taxonomic rank cut-off analyses. Our tANI metric agreed 
with these decisions and its sensitivities and specificities improved as a result. 
 
This Novel Extension of ANI Matches Older Methodologies 
To determine the cutoff for a species based on a single genome to genome distance 
calculation we used a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis. Working on 
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the union of the mBio and Roseo the ROC estimates a distance cutoff of .4422320, at a 
specificity of 99.70813, and sensitivity of 100.00 (Figure08a) against the accepted 
nomenclature. Examination of the ROCs for the constituent datasets reveals that the two 
genera are not equally easy to classify (Figure08bc). However, when taxa in the Roseo 
set are reclassified along the lines illustrated in the MLSA phylogeny the genus’s curve 
responds favorably, improving the sensitivity from 80% to 99% (Figure 08d). 
 
Our Novel tANI Method Offers the Ability to Delimit Deeper Taxonomic Ranks 
 One side effect from our use of broader taxonomic samplings in some of our 
datasets is the opportunity to test our distance measure against those units sensu ANI and 
GGDC species cutoffs. When we plotted the distances for every interaction with the 
union of the AeroOG and Roseo sets we observed a series of recognizable peaks for each 
taxonomic rank (Figure09). Particularly, once the taxa suspected of misclassification 
were reclassified. We made use of the ROCs once again to provide statistical evidence for 
these observations. At the genus level, the AeroOG set (Figure10a) and Roseo set 
(Figure10b) have similar, although not identical distance cutoffs (3.28 and 3.25, 
respectively) and varied but generally high specificities (96.7% and 86.8%) and 
sensitivities (99.5% and 95.4%). Zooming out to family distinctions, the combined 
datasets returned a cutoff of 4.57, and maintained specificity of 90.7% and sensitivity of 
86.7% (Figure10c), suggesting an ability to still discriminate relationships at this level.. 
At order level (Figure10d) the combined datasets fell off to 4.48 and 93.5% and 78.9%, 
suggesting the method no longer could reliably discriminate at this taxonomic rank.  
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Comparison of tANI Method With Other Whole-Genome Methods 
 Building trees from whole-genome data is hardly a novel concept. As such, it is 
important for us to compare our methodology with some of the other methods available 
and assess our methodologies strengths and weaknesses. We chose two approaches. First 
is the Genome BLAST Distance Phylogeny (GBDP) (Auch et al., 2006; Henz et al., 
2005). This method is highly relevant as the isDDH method we tested uses the GGDC 2.1 
freely available on the DSMZ website (http://ggdc.dsmz.de/home.php). This service runs 
on an updated version of the GBDP making it in some respects a spiritual sister to our 
isDDH concept. Also relevant, the updated GBDP software (Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2014) 
has recently been used as part of several recent large studies (Hahnke et al., 2016; 
Mukherjee et al., 2017; Peeters et al., 2016) showing it to be a present player in the 
whole-genome phylogenetics field. The second method is Mashtree 
(https://github.com/lskatz/mashtree), which is an extension of the Mash kmer-calculation 
software (Ondov et al., 2016).  
 
Unfortunately, the only stand-alone version of GDBP we are aware of is a legacy 
beta version (http://www.auch-edv.de/GBDP). The GGDC website reports that an 
improved standalone will be available sometime in 2018. But for our comparison we 
have had to content ourselves with what was in the available package. We compared the 
GDBP using the mBio, Roseo, and AeroOG datasets. GBDP produces outputs using a 
range of possible distance equations. In all cases we chose the method that was most 
treelike when viewed in SplitsTree v4. For both datasets the topology was far from 
expectations (FigureS05, panels A and B). In the AeroOG dataset, the GBDP tree failed 
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to correctly identify the Aeromonas as a single clade, separating out major portions closer 
to the other Gammaproteobacteria.  Additionally, GBDP placed large portions of the 
Oceanimonas group in the middle of the largest Aeromonas clade. GBDP trees were 
equally suspect when calculated for the Roseobacter dataset. GDBP trees incorrectly 
grouped the Leisingera genus into three separate clades, while also splitting Loktanella 
and Ruegeria into countless different clades. However, GBDP does work well when 
looking at within genera phylogenies. For the MBio dataset, the GBDP based tree largely 
agreed on the clustering of various clades such as the hydrophila/dhakensis group, but 
disagreed on the internal branching between these clades. Not only were the higher 
taxonomic rank topologies quite different from the ANI and other references but mapping 
the ANI and reference support sets onto these topologies produced average IC values 
ranging from indifferent (0.014 with the mBio MLSA support set) to slightly supporting a 
majority contradictory topology (-0.225 with the Roseo MLSA support set) (Table01).  
These results were surprising given the GBDP’s usage in a number of studies 
studies (Hahnke et al., 2016; Mukherjee et al., 2017; Peeters et al., 2016) and its ongoing 
role at the heart of the fantastic GGDC 2.1 web service. We are left to speculate that the 
use of a legacy beta version may be to blame and look forward to the release of the 
updated version later this year to make more meaningful comparisons. 
In contrast to the GDBP results, Mashtree performed much more in line with 
expectations. For the set of AeroOG, MashTree mostly had only small disagreements 
with our method.  For example, MashTree moved the placement of A. media, and 
shuffled members in the salmonicida/aquatica group. This pattern generally repeats itself 
in the Roseobacter dataset. MashTree successfully kept Leisingera, Rhodobacter and the 
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major Ruegeria clade together. Additionally, the MashTree phylogeny generally agrees 
with the branching patterns our tree proposes, while deviating mostly at nodes of low 
support. However, MashTree did separate Loktanella into a number of monophyletic 
clades, whereas our method has some of these groupings as polyphyletic. Despite 
generally matching phylogenies produced by our method, MashTree had significant 
disagreements when it came to the MBio dataset.  Here, MashTree disagreed on internal 
branching significantly, and shuffled around a number of clades, especially those close to 
the A. simiae clade at the root. When we mapped the mBio tANI support set onto the 
Mashtree topology the average IC score was 0.472. It scored a 0.283 against the MLSA 
set, which is comparable to tANI against the same (0.327 ICA) (Table01). Using the 
Roseo set came up a little less impressive with scores of 0.250 and 0.229, respectively. 
While this might suggest a weakness for datasets with a deeper taxonomy, the vs. MLSA 
value was only marginally worse than the tANI-method (0.386).  
Overall, GBDP appears to be a little bit “near-sighted” and MashTree a little bit 
“far-sighted.” That is, GBDP appeared to struggle more as the divergence of the dataset 
increased, while MashTree performed well at larger divergences and came into increasing 
inaccuracy as the phylogenetic scale shrank. 
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Methods 
 
Genomes used. Genomes used are listed in the genomes tables (TableS02). Selection 
initially centered on two groups for which previous phylogenetic and phylogenomic work 
had been done by this group. The first, hereafter referred to as “mBio” encompasses the 
56 Aeromonas genomes used in Colston et al., 2014 and represents a genus level 
taxonomic unit.  The second, “Roseo,” encompasses those used in Collins et al., 2015 and 
Gromek et al., 2016 plus additions to investigate the cases of Loktanella and Ruegeria. 
This set corresponds closely to a family level taxonomic unit (exempting the genera: 
Phenylobacterium, Parvularcula, Maricaulis, Hyphomonas, Hirschia, Caulobacter, 
Brevundimonas, and Asticcacaulis) A third set, aimed at encompassing a broader 
phylogenetic and taxonomic range was created by adding all publically available non-
Aeromonas Aeromonadales genomes to a subset of the mBio set, called the AeroOG set. 
As the name implies, this set corresponds to an order level unit. Finally, the available 
genomes from the order Frankiales were formed into another dataset with the intention to 
test the robustness of the ANI method to heterogeneous genome sizes and GC-contents, 
called the Frankia set.  
The genomes used in this study are either draft whole genome assemblies or complete 
assemblies available via NCBI. Those genomes originally sequenced or assembled 
locally were not systematically screened for plasmids. As doing so would be unlikely to 
reliably identify all present in our data, when NCBI-derived genomes contained plasmids 
these were retained with their parent genome. In this way, all of the input data is treated 
identically. This avoids possible biases introduced by including only some plasmid-
equipped taxa while risking the possible bias from allowing plasmids to contribute to our 
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calculations.  
 
Reference Phylogenies 
 Comparison reference phylogenies were obtained or generated for each dataset. 
For mBio, the MLSA and expanded core phylogenies were obtained from Colston et al., 
2014. A reference for the Roseo dataset was generated by replicating the method 
described in Collins et al., 2015, but with added Loktanella and Ruegeria genomes from 
NCBI. The AeroOG received its comparator by following the MLSA methodology 
described in Colston et al., 2014 for the included genomes.  
Finally, the Frankia reference required the de novo creation of an MLSA scheme 
in the absence of thorough examples in the literature. 24 single-copy housekeeping genes 
were selected to form the scheme (TableS03). Nucleotide sequences for each gene were 
retrieved via BLAST, from Frankia casuarinae (NC_007777.1). Whole nucleotide 
sequences for all Frankia genomes in genbank format. The program blastn (BLASTALL 
Version 2.6.0) (Altschul et al., 1997) was executed with the gene sequences as the query 
and the genomes as the target sequence. The coding sequences corresponding to highest 
scoring hits for each gene in a singular genome were aligned and concatenated. This was 
repeated for every genome, generating the multi-locus sequence alignment (MLSA) file. 
IQTree (Version 1.5.5) was executed with the MLSA file and built the phylogenetic tree 
with 1000 ultrafast-bootstraps (Chernomor et al., 2016; Haeseler et al., 2017; Hoang et 
al.; Nguyen et al., 2015). Modeltest arrived at the SCHN05 empirical codon model with 
empirical codon frequencies (+F) and Free Rate (Soubrier et al., 2012) model of rate 
heterogeneity with nine categories (+R5). 
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Description of isDDH support set generation and treebuilding method 
Raw data. Estimates of in silico DDH were obtained from the GGDC 2.1 program (Auch 
et al., 2010a, 2010b; Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2013)hosted on the DSMZ website 
(http://ggdc.dsmz.de/distcalc2.php). Uploads were assembled contigs sets for draft 
genomes and full chromosome/plasmid sets for completed genomes (see TableS02). 
 
Conversion of isDDH to Distances. isDDH values were converted to distances via the 
formula: divo = (1 - (DDH value / 100)).  A saturation correction was then applied such 
that the final value: divc = -log(1-divo/max). Where max equals 1.  
 
Creating Bootstrapped Values. Bootstrapped distance matrices were generated through 
utilization of the 95% confidence interval provided by the GGDC output. The CI 
provided by the GGDC 2.1 is no longer an explicitly normal distribution. Nonetheless, 
the upper and lower bounds remain close to symmetrical around the point estimate with a 
mean difference of only 0.104% (average distances from the point estimates were: 2.41, 
lower bound and 2.50 for the upper bound) in the Aeromonas dataset. A series of highly 
negatively skewed-normal distributions were tested on the Aeromonas data, showing no 
impact on the topology support values (data not shown). Thus, we consider an 
assumption of a standard distribution to represent 95% CI to be a reasonable 
approximation. The shape of this distribution is estimated by extrapolating a standard 
deviation from the 95% CI. The mean (isDDH point estimate) and sigma are then used as 
parameters for the R function rnorm (R Development Core Team, 2008). This function 
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generates a random value from a normal distribution described by its input parameters. 
The resulting value is then a resampled isDDH value in what is effectively a bootstrapped 
matrix. The values in these matrices were converted into distances as described above. 
This procedure is carried out at every position in the matrix such that every genome 
comparison has been resampled and until the desired number of bootstrapped matrices 
has been created. 
*Specifically, SD = ((CI range * 1.004736564) / 4) The 95% CI is a range slightly 
smaller than +-2 standard deviations, when assuming a normal distribution. By dividing 
the 95% CI by 4, the value of a standard deviation may be approximated. Because of how 
GGDC 2.1 calculates its 95% CI, there is no population size to use to back-calculate the 
SD, so this approximation is used in its stead.   
 
Description of ANI-extension, support set generation and treebuilding method 
ANI and AF Calculation. ANI is calculated in a similar methodology to that described 
by Varghese et al. (2015) such that ANI is not simply the sum of best hit identities over 
the total number of genes, but is instead described by the formula: 
𝐴𝑁𝐼 =
∑(𝐼𝐷%∗𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
∑(𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 𝐻𝑖𝑡)
  
Alignment fraction is described as: 
  𝐴𝐹 =
∑(𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 𝐻𝑖𝑡)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒
 
Our methodology differs from Varghese et al. in two respects. First, we do not limit our 
search to open reading frames but rather use the full scaffold/contig set of an organism. 
Second, we also fracture the genomes into 1020 nt fragments, in line with previous 
iterations of ANI calculation (Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Richter and Rosselló-
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Móra, 2009). The fragments from the query genome were each compared to the reference 
genome via BLAST. After BLAST was completed distance matrices were calculated. 
Results were filtered based on coverage and percent identity values, and then only the 
best bidirectional best hit was retained per segment.  Filtered results were used to 
calculate the average nucleotide identity (ANI), and alignment fraction (AF) as defined 
earlier.  The distance (abbreviated Total Average Nucleotide Identity, or tANI) was 
calculated by using the formula: tANI = -LN(AF*ANI).  The natural log of this value 
ensures that higher distance values correlate with genomes that have a lower ANI or AF; 
hence, being more dissimilar.   
 
Bootstrap Replicates. After genomes were split into 1020 nucleotide segments, 
individual segments were chosen with replacement from this dataset, and used to create a 
new dataset.  The new dataset was then compared against all other genomes as described 
above to create a bootstrapped distance matrix. These matrices are then used to infer their 
own trees. Those trees are then mapped onto the best tree. 
 
Coverage and Percent Identity Cutoffs: The original percent identity and coverage 
cutoff values were chosen based on those laid down by (Varghese et al., 2015). Cutoff 
values were primarily tested within the Aeromonas clade.  Average distance within the 
clade was measured over a range of cutoff values (FigureS06) and multiple potential 
cutoffs were tested against the jANI standard cutoffs of 70% identity and 70% length. By 
comparing the new potential cutoff values and the more standard 70 at 70 cutoff’s ability 
to construct accurate phylogenetic trees and comparing to trees of the same dataset built 
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using more conventional methods, we concluded that 70 at 70 still produced the most 
accurate trees. 
 
Phylogenies from Distances  
Treebuilding from distance matrices was accomplished using the R packages Ape and 
Phangorn (Paradis et al., 2004; Schliep, 2011). The balanced minimum evolution 
algorithm as implemented in the FastME function of APE was used to generate 
phylogenies for each distance matrix (Desper and Gascuel, 2002). Parameters used were: 
nni = TRUE, spr= TRUE, tbr = TRUE. A “best tree” was calculated from the point 
estimate values (original DDH estimations in isDDH; the initial calculated distance 
matrix in tANI) and a collection of bootstrap topologies from the resampled matrices. 
Support values were mapped onto the best tree using the function plotBS in Phangorn 
(Schliep, 2011).  
 
Checking Parameters 
Bootstrap evaluation. Tree certainty scores were calculated using the IC/TC score 
calculation algorithm implemented in RAxML v8 (Salichos et al., 2014; Stamatakis, 
2014). Tree distances were calculated using the R packages Ape (Paradis et al., 2004) and 
the treedist function of Phangorn (Schliep, 2011). 
 
Residual Operating Characteristic Curve Analysis 
A residual operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to determine the optimal 
species cutoff for a single genome-to-genome distance calculation.  Genomes from the 
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sets of Aeromonas and Roseobacters listed in the genome table were compiled, and 
matrices of both the distance and raw jANI were compiled from the set.  The jANI values 
were used to delimit groups of species from the genomes selected, and was represented as 
a one for the true state.  If a single calculation did not meet the cutoff value for a species 
(Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009), then the calculation had a zero for the true state.   
True states and distance values were then compiled into a two-column data set.  The 
R package pROC (Robin et al., 2011) allowed us to create a curve from the data, and then 
using methodology previously described (Youden, 1950) determined the best cutoff 
values for the given set of data such that true negatives and true positives based on the 
cutoff value were maximized. 
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Discussion 
Success of treebuilding 
 The two novel methods we describe for generating supported phylogenies from 
whole-genome comparisons both demonstrated the capacity to match more sophisticated 
techniques.  
 The isDDH method revealed a more limited range to its utility than tANI. While 
the isDDH phylogeny did not match the canonical Aeromonas topology, the conflicts 
were noteworthy for being poorly supported or being located in a controversial clade that 
has seen many changes to its nomenclatures over time (Huys et al., 2001; Silver et al., 
2011). While this does not excuse the performance of the method, it does explain such 
disagreements. At the family level in the Roseo dataset the isDDH method proved 
inadequate to matching the reference topology. Furthermore, at the order level, using the 
AeroOG set the method appears to have broken down completely, placing taxa in 
seeming random locations. We surmise that the isDDH treebuilding method we present 
here is of little value beyond the genus level. This agrees with the assertions of the 
GGDC’s authors, who do not regard looking at deeper taxonomic ranks as productive use 
of their method (http://ggdc.dsmz.de/faq.php#qggdc17).  
 In contrast to the isDDH method, tANI showed negligible conflict with the 
reference at the genus level. Additionally, it agreed well at the family level in the Roseo 
set, identifying the same issues with Ruegeria and Loktanella paraphyly as the reference 
revealed. At the order level the relationships observed in the reference held true in the 
ANI-based tree. This phylogeny and the associated distance values also identified the 
Succinovibrionaceae as candidates for reclassification. While our testing is not 
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comprehensive we are of the opinion that this has demonstrated the suitability for using 
ANI to infer phylogenies to at least the family level and likely into higher ranks.  
tANI is not affected by biases 
 The core of this work is predicated on the assumption that the genome as a whole 
conveys a significant amount of relevant information about the history of the organism. 
This assumption is broadly comparable to those made in using genomic content 
information to infer phylogeny and is subject to many of the same critiques (Wolf et al., 
2002). There are two primary issues to consider.  
First, in light of potentially rampant HGT, how much of a cell’s genome will reflect 
a history of cell divisions rather than a composite of signals from the organism’s 
recombination partners? Fortunately, this has a reasonable answer. Andam et al., has 
demonstrated that closely related taxa exchange genes more frequently than do more 
distantly related taxa  (Andam and Gogarten, 2011). Importantly, the patterns of these 
exchanges mirror patterns of vertical inheritance. Thus, the signatures of HGT that might 
be picked up in this method would also largely mirror the vertical descent of the taxon. 
How much this applies to deeper taxonomic ranks, however, is unfortunately not so 
certain. It is possible that the flows of gene-sharing that unite and divide such close 
relatives as Escherichia and Salmonella may not behave in the same way with more 
distant relationships. 
Second, two organisms failing to share highly similar genome content is hardly 
proof of their being highly diverged. Two instructive examples are the obligate 
intracellular parasites and the Halobacteria. The highly reduced and streamlined genomes 
of the Wolbachia, Ricketsialles, and others initially led phylogenetic methods to conclude 
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they formed a single clade because of their long branches and tiny genomes (Canbäck et 
al., 2004). It was not until more sophisticated approaches developed that it was realized 
there have been multiple convergent emergences of intracellularity (Herbeck et al., 2005). 
Likewise, the Halobacteria, colloquially known as the Haloarchaea as they are not 
Bacteria, were placed at the base of the entire Archaeal domain using gene content 
analyses (Wolf et al., 2002) when their currently accepted position is far more derived 
and sister to the Methanomicrobia  (Delsuc et al., 2005). While this concern does not 
have an easy answer we were pleased to discover that our ANI-extension is at least 
somewhat robust to these issues. As our experiments with the Frankia set demonstrate, a 
nearly 3-fold range of genome size nor a 15% GC-content range had any discernable 
impact on our derived phylogeny. While far from proving such issues cannot derail the 
method it is affirming to see the boundaries pushed back so far. 
If these limits prove to extend no deeper one could restrict their analysis to so-called 
“free-living” organisms. This would avoid the issue of streamlined obligate intracellular 
taxa and the disparity in genome size that entails. However, the Halobacteria’s genomic 
signature is the result of its existence in, as well as strategy for dealing with, high-salt 
environments, rather than intracellularity. Restricting analyses to only “free-living” taxa 
creates a number of philosophical dilemmas, not the least of which is what one defines as 
free living, that we do not have any easy solutions for. We would think it dubious to 
completely exclude organisms from study by this and related methods solely because of 
their lifestyles. However, we would caution against blindly trusting the methodology to 
give a reasonable answer without considering the peculiarities of the data. Which, is 
perhaps the exact behavior we are seeking to enable by extending ANI in the fashion. 
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Misclassified taxa 
 Results from our methods show that there is a clear separation of the Loktanella 
and Ruegeria genera into multiple separate clades, however Loktanella is significantly 
more fragmented (Figure05).  The conclusion that these classifications should be re-
described is supported by results from previous literature on Ruegeria.  Clustering of the 
genus in previous studies would always group Ruegeria strains together; however these 
studies often only included one or two members of the genus, or had poorly selected 
outgroups and a lack of resolution outside the genus. (Martens et al., 2006; Yi et al., 
2007).  Studies that did include more members from the genus Ruegeria have often not 
reported support values for the clades they are present in (Breider et al., 2014; Park and 
Yoon, 2012; Vandecandelaere et al., 2008).  Loktanella may also require a revisit, as 
previous literature would suggest that the results of the phylogeny in (Figure05) are more 
reflective of the actual phylogeny.  Previous classification studies have often used poor 
support values, failed to report support values, or use a set of genomes without proper 
resolution to claim that a number of strains belong to the genus (Lee, 2012; Moon et al., 
2010; Tsubouchi et al., 2013; Van Trappen et al., 2004).  These studies, often reporting 
<60% support values for nodes grouping the Loktanella as a single clade (Lee, 2012; 
Moon et al., 2010; Tsubouchi et al., 2013; Van Trappen et al., 2004), suggest that our 
results may be indicative of the true nature of the Loktanella group.   
Deeper taxonomic ranks 
 A pleasing side effect to creating a single unified distance measure from our ANI-
extension and testing our treebuilding on deeper taxonomic ranks was the opportunity to 
investigate deeper taxonomic cutoffs. In the same sense that ANI and GGDC have been 
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used to delimit species, and in the case of GGDC strains, we examined whether our 
distance value could discriminate genus, family, and orders. While our test sets are not 
exhaustive the results were promising. Genus assignments were achieved at a rate of 
~10% false positives and false negatives at ~1%. At family the false positives remained 
roughly unchanged but the false negatives declined to ~14%. While not as sterling as the 
species discrimination (< 1% for both), their specificities match and sensitivities nearly 
double enzymatic rapid diagnostic testing for influenza 
(https://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/diagnosis/rapidlab.htm). We are optimistic that 
further examination using a more comprehensive taxon set will support the general utility 
of this distance as a generic taxonomic delimiter. As with previous iterations of ANI 
different groups may require specific considerations outside of a one cutoff fits all mold. 
 
 Overall, we feel we have identified several valuable extensions to whole-genome 
comparison data that is being routinely generated by researchers as a matter of course. 
The ability to produce viable and statistically supported phylogenies offers the possibility 
for researchers to save time on more complex phylogenetics. Simultaneously, it offers the 
hope of a more sophisticated and reliable result than simply creating a 16S rDNA 
parsimony tree from assembled and likely chimeric ORFs. Furthermore, the possibility 
that the ANI method can differentiate deeper taxonomic relationships offers the glimpse 
of hope that it may be able to bring the same light to the delimitation of high taxonomic 
ranks as ANI and GGDC has brought to species and strain classification. Finally, perhaps 
the greatest benefit of these developments, and worth reiterating, is that for many 
researchers the input data, or a close cousin, is already being generated de rigeur in much 
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the same way that sequencing a 16S fragment and throwing together a quick parsimony 
tree became a requirement to publishing on a new isolate years ago. We offer new option 
to make use of that already present data in constructive ways. 
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Chapter 3.1.1 Figures & Tables 
 
 
Figure01. PCoA plot of the bootstrapped tree distances of the mBio and ANI-methods. 
Distances were calculated using Robinson-Foulds distances in all-vs-all fashion. The 
support sets overlap in every cluster, strongly suggesting that the two methods are 
capturing the same topologies.  
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Figure02. ANI-method phylogeny of the Frankia dataset rooted in accordance with 
NCBI’s taxonomy data. Tip labels are colored by genome size. These results illustrate 
that large difference the size of genomes does not appear to bias the results of the tANI-
method. 
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Figure03. ANI-method phylogeny of the Frankia dataset rooted in accordance with 
NCBI’s taxonomy data. Genomic %GC are both substituted for the tip labels and also 
provide the color-coding. These results illustrate that large difference in %GC does not 
appear to bias the results of the tANI-method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure04. Comparison of mBio Extended Core Phylogeny, inferred using Approximate 
Maximum-likelihood (Colston et al., 2014), and tANI, inferred using Fast Minimum 
Evolution (Desper and Gascuel, 2002). The two topologies are nearly identical with very 
similar support for their shared nodes. 
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Figure05a. Phylogeny of the Roseobacteriales dataset using the tANI treebuilding 
method. Genera are color-coded to highlight misidentified taxa. 
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Figure05b. Phylogeny of the Roseobacteriales dataset using the multi-gene phylogeny 
from Collins et al., (2015). Genera are color-coded to highlight misidentified taxa. 
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Figure06. Phylogeny of the mBio dataset inferred using the isDDH method. The tree’s 
topology is largely in agreement with the reference. Support values are mostly strong, 
although several deeper nodes are low. 
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Figure07. Phylogeny of the Roseo dataset inferred using the isDDH method. The tree’s 
topology very poorly matches the MLSA reference. Its bootstrap support also fails to 
significantly support many of the nodes.  
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Figure08. Response Operator Curves reporting the sensitivity and specificity of the ANI-
distance at discriminating species relationships. Panel A shows the union of the mBio and 
Roseo datasets against accepted nomenclature (specificity of 99.98%, and sensitivity of 
99.20%). Panels B & C shows the mBio (specificity of 96.68%, and sensitivity of 
97.97%) and Roseo (specificity of 83.78%, and sensitivity of 80.09%) datasets 
respectively, demonstrating that the two genera are not equally easy to discriminate. 
Panel D shows the Roseo set after reclassifying taxa (specificity of 83.31%, and 
sensitivity of 99.13%). It is noteworthy that the specificity spikes from 80% to 99%, 
further improving the performance of our method.  
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B.
 
 
Figure09. Histograms relating the numbers of taxonomic rank comparisons in our 
datasets as functions of our ANI-distance values. Panel A displays uncorrected taxonomy 
as derived from NCBI. Panel B displays the distribution after identification of 
  
 100 
misclassified taxa and re-categorization along the lines suggested in the reference 
phylogenies. 
 
 
 
Figure10. Response Operator Curves reporting the sensitivity and specificity of the ANI-
distance at discriminating deeper taxonomic relationships. Panel A shows the AeroOG 
dataset at the genus level. Panel B is the Roseo dataset, also at the genus level. 
Specificities (96.7% and 83.3%) and sensitivities (98.0% and 99.1%) are varied but 
generally high. Panel C shows our combined datasets at the family level. The family 
relationships maintain an ability to discriminate between classifications at rate close to 
the genus data (90.7% specificity and sensitivity of 86.5%). Panel D displays the 
combined data at order level.  While order level specificity was high (94.2%) its 
sensitivity was only 71.4%, suggesting the method is breaking down and losing the 
ability to discriminate. 
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Figure11. Phylogeny of the AeroOG dataset inferred using the isDDH method. The 
tree’s topology is hard to discern from random at a glance. The bootstrap supports are 
also broadly very poor. Combined with the weaknesses exhibited in Figures4&5, this 
suggests the isDDH method does not work. 
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Table01. Average IC values derived from mapping bootstrap sets onto best trees. 
 
Dataset Tree Bootstrap Set Avg. IC 
Aero56 ANI ANI 0.861751 
 ANI MLSA 0.32689 
 ANI core 0.608803 
 MLSA MLSA 0.652065 
 core ANI 0.610512 
 core core 0.874098 
 GBDP_565 MLSA 0.014001 
 GBDP_565 core -0.014667 
 mashtree ANI 0.472861 
 mashtree MLSA 0.282831 
    
Roseos ANI ANI 0.830630 
 ANI MLSA 0.386409 
 MLSA MLSA 0.803819 
 mashtree MLSA 0.250201 
 mashtree ANI 0.229349 
 GBDP_569 ANI -0.187205 
 GBDP_569 MLSA -0.225330 
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FigureS01. Frankia ANI-method phylogeny compared against Frankia MLSA 
phylogeny. Left tree is ANI-method and right tree is MLSA codon model. 
 
 
 
 
FigureS02. tANI distance value as a function of uncorrected jSpecies ANI value. This 
“tornado” configuration illustrates how jSpecies ANI begins to enter saturation by 
approximately 87%. This saturation is a function of declining AF values and sequence 
saturation. The red dashed line portrays a power trendline. 
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FigureS03. FastME phylogeny of the Roseo dataset inferred from jSpecies ANI values, 
converted to distances. Color-coding matches that used in Figure2ab and represents 
known clades of taxa. This method does not reconstruct accurate or even remotely 
sensible trees. 
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FigureS04. ANI-distance matrix of the AeroOG set. Highlighted are the taxa 
relationships with suspiciously large values. These values suggest these taxa do not 
belong in the Aeromonadaceae. 
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FigureS05. Phylogenies derived from other whole-genome phylogeny methods. Panels A 
& B: mBio & Roseo dataset trees created with GBDP. Panels C,D,E: mBio, Roseo, and 
AeroOG datasets created with Mashtree. 
 
 
 
 
 
FigureS06. The average distance value from within Aeromonas comparisons with 
varying cutoffs for the %ID and Coverage percentage needed to include a match in 
the calculation. 
 
TableS01. List of reclassifications proposed as well as the categorization used for ROC 
taxonomic discrimination analyses. 
 
Changes for Species Level Cuttoff Comparison     
      
Current ID Species ID   
      
Leisingera daeponensis DSM23529 Leis_2   
Leisingera sp ANG1 Leis_1   
Leisingera sp ANG-M6 Leis_1   
Leisingera sp ANG-S Leis_1   
Leisingera sp ANG-S3 Leis_1   
Leisingera sp ANG-S5 Leis_1   
Leisingera sp Y4I Leis_2   
Leisingera sp ANG-DT Leis_1   
Sulfitobacter sp EE36 Sulf_1   
Sulfitobacter sp NAS-14-1 Sulf_1   
Ruegeria conchae TW15 Rue_conchae   
Ruegeria lacuscaerulensis ITI-1157 Rue_lacus   
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Ruegeria mobilis F1926 Rue_mobilis   
Ruegeria sp TrichCH4B Rue_mobilis   
Ruegeria sp TW15 Rue_conchae   
Silicibacter lacuscaerulensis ITI1157 Rue_lacus   
      
      
      
      
Suggested Reclassifactions     
Note: These suggested changes were applied to classifications in the higher order ROC comparisons 
      
Name Evidence Reccomendation 
      
Rugeria sp TM1040 
Previou studies grouping these taxa 
with Ruegeria lacked resolution, and 
had poor branch support.  We find 
this group consistently seperating 
from the rest of the genus despite 
changing methodologies. 
Reclassify as a separate genus 
with the following members. 
Additionally, Reclassify 
TrichCH4B as a mobilis strain. 
Ruegeria mobilis F1926 
Ruegeria sp TrichCH4B 
Loktanella cinnabarina LL001 
Similar reasons to those stated for 
the Ruegeria group.  See the main 
text for citations. 
Reclassify as a separate genus 
with these members. 
Loktanella hongkongensis DSM17492 
Loktanella pyoseonensis 21424 
Ruegeria sp R11 
Consistently groups as an outgroup 
to Phaeobacter no matter the 
methodology 
Investigate relationship to 
Phaeobacter, and closely 
related taxa.  Certainly should 
not be a member of Ruegeria 
Anaerobiospirillum succiniciproducens DSM The classification of this grouping as 
part of Aeromonadales is based off a 
single 1999 study by Hippe et al.  
Within said study, there is a single 
16s tree, from which all 
classification descisions regarding 
this group is derived.  However,even 
within that study, branch support is 
less than 50 for the node connecting 
this group to Aeromonas, and within 
the group o Aeromonas, there are 
members of gammaproteobacteria 
that are not a part of the 
Aeromonadales, yet subsequent 
authors have used this phylogeny to 
claim the Succinivibrionaceae should 
be part of the Aeromonadales. 
They should certainly not be a 
part of the Aeromonadales, 
and likely deserve a separate 
order designation. However, 
the family level classifications 
within this order are not clear, 
as these taxa sit on long 
branches.  Additionaly 
sampling from the 
gammaproteobacteria may 
help to break up these 
branches and provide a better 
understanding of the 
placement of families within 
this group. 
Oceanisphaera psychrotolerans LAM-WHM-ZC 
Ruminobacter amylophilus DSM 1361 
Ruminobacter RM87 T489 
Succinatimonas hippei YIT 12066 
Succinatimonas sp CAG777 
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Succinimonas amylolytica DSM2873 
Succinivibrio dextrinosolvens H5 
Succinivibrio Phil9 
Succinivibrionaceae bacterium WG1 
 
 
TableS02. List of genomes used in this study, organized by datasets.  
 
Species Name Strain 
Genome 
Length 
(Mbp) 
No. of 
Scaffolds Asscesion Number 
          
          
Aeromonas mBio         
          
A allosaccharophila BVH88 4.71 131 NZ_CDCB000000000.1 
A allosaccharophila CECT4199 4.66 120 NZ_CDBR000000000.1 
A austrailiensis 266T 4.11 113 NZ_CDDH000000000.1 
A bestarium CECT4227 4.69 41 NZ_CDDA000000000.1 
A bivalvium CECT868E 5.50 1112 NZ_CDBT000000000.1 
A caviae Ae398 4.44 149 NZ_CACP000000000.1 
A caviae CECT838 4.47 111 NZ_CDBK000000000.1 
A caviae CECT4221 4.58 332 NZ_CDBS000000000.1 
A dhakensis AAK1 4.76 36 NZ_BAFL000000000.1 
A dhakensis CECT7289 4.69 78 NZ_CDBP000000000.1 
A dhakensis 116 4.68 45 NZ_ANPN000000000.1 
A dhakensis 187 4.78 59 NZ_AOBO000000000.1 
A dhakensis CIP107500 4.71 73 NZ_CDBH000000000.1 
A diversa CECT4254 4.06 37 NZ_CDCE000000000.1 
A encheleia CECT4342 4.47 35 NZ_CDDI000000000.1 
A enteropelogenes CECT4487 4.47 46 NZ_CDCG000000000.1 
A enteropelogenes CECT4255 4.34 27 NZ_CDDE000000000.1 
A eucrenophila CECT4224 4.54 22 NZ_CDDF000000000.1 
A fluvialis LMG24681 3.90 76 NZ_CDBO000000000.1 
A hydrophila 14 4.67 75 NZ_AOBM000000000.1 
A hydrophila 173 4.79 74 NZ_AOBN000000000.1 
A hydrophila 259 4.70 80 NZ_AOBP000000000.1 
A hydrophila 277 4.79 41 NZ_AOBQ000000000.1 
A hydrophila ATCC7966 4.74 1 NC_0085700.1 
A hydrophila ML09 119 5.02 1 NC_0212900.1 
A hydrophila SNUFPC-A8 4.97 41 NZ_AMQA000000000.1 
A hydrophila ssu 4.94 2 NZ_AGWR000000000.1 
A hydrophila subsp. ranae CIP107985 4.68 107 NZ_CDDC000000000.1 
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A jandaei CECT 4228 4.50 58 NZ_CDBV000000000.1 
A media CECT4232 4.48 233 NZ_CDBZ000000000.1 
A media WS 4.32 258 NZ_CP0075670.1 
A molluscorum 848 4.24 309 NZ_AQGQ000000000.1 
A piscicola LMG 24783 5.18 91 NZ_CDBL000000000.1 
A popoffii CIP105493 4.76 105 NZ_CDBI000000000.1 
A rivuli DSM22539 II 4.53 102 NZ_CDBJ000000000.1 
A salmonicida 01 B526 4.93 604 NZ_AGVO000000000.1 
A salmonicida A449 5.04 6 NC_0093480.1 
A salmonicida CIP103209 4.74 128 NZ_CDDW000000000.1 
A salmonicidasubsp. achromogenes AS03 4.45 342 NZ_AMQG000000000.1 
A sanarelli LMG24682T 4.19 98 NZ_CDBN000000000.1 
A schubertii CECT4240 4.13 111 NZ_CDDB000000000.1 
A simiae CIP107798 3.99 100 NZ_CDBY000000000.1 
A sobria CECT4245 4.68 48 NZ_CDBW000000000.1 
A sp. nov Ah4 4.87 41 SAMEA2752429 
A sp. nov amc34 4.58 1 NZ_AGWU000000000.1 
A taiwanensis LMG24683 5.08 987 NZ_CDDD000000000.1 
A tecta CECT7082 4.76 51 NZ_CDCA000000000.1 
A veronii CIP107763 4.43 64 NZ_CDDU000000000.1 
A veronii CECT4486 4.41 66 NZ_CDBU000000000.1 
A veronii aer39 4.42 4 NZ_AGWT000000000.1 
A veronii aer397 4.50 5 NZ_AGWV000000000.1 
A veronii amc35 4.57 2 NZ_AGWW000000000.1 
A veronii B565 4.55 1 NC_0154240.1 
A veronii F328 4.52 52 NZ_CDDK000000000.1 
A veronii Hm21 4.68 50 NZ_ATFB000000000.1 
          
          
     
Species Name Strain 
Genome 
Length 
(Mbp) 
No. of 
Scaffolds Asscesion Number 
          
          
Aeromonas AeroOG         
          
A allosaccharophila BVH88 4.71 131 NZ_CDCB000000000.1 
A allosaccharophila CECT4199 4.66 120 NZ_CDBR000000000.1 
A aquariorum CECT7289T 4.69 78 NZ_CDBP00000000.1 
A aquatica MX16A 4.78 1 NZ_CP018201.1 
A austrailiensis 266T 4.11 113 NZ_CDDH000000000.1 
A bestarium CECT4227 4.69 41 NZ_CDDA000000000.1 
A bivalvium CECT868E 5.50 1112 NZ_CDBT000000000.1 
A cavernicola 642.176 3.92 341 NZ_PGGC00000000.1 
A caviae CECT838T 4.47 111 NZ_CDBK000000000.1 
A diversa CECT4254 4.06 37 NZ_CDCE000000000.1 
A enteropelogenes CECT4487 4.47 46 NZ_CDCG000000000.1 
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A eucrenophila CECT4224 4.54 22 NZ_CDDF000000000.1 
A finlandiensis 4287D 4.72 376 JRGK01000001.1 
A fluvialis LMG24681 3.90 76 NZ_CDBO000000000.1 
A hydrophila CECT839T 4.74 1 NC_0085700.1 
A jandaei CECT 4228 4.50 58 NZ_CDBV000000000.1 
A lacus AE122 4.39 196 JRGM01000001.1 
A lusitana 642.175 4.55 67 PGCP00000000.1  
A media CECT4232 4.48 233 NZ_CDBZ000000000.1 
A molluscorum CIP108876T 4.24 309 NZ_AQGQ000000000.1 
A piscicola LMG 24783 5.18 91 NZ_CDBL000000000.1 
A popoffii CIP105493 4.76 105 NZ_CDBI000000000.1 
A rivuli DSM22539 II 4.53 102 NZ_CDBJ000000000.1 
A salmonicida CIP103209 4.74 128 NZ_CDDW000000000.1 
A sanarelli LMG24682T 4.19 98 NZ_CDBN000000000.1 
A schubertii CECT4240 4.13 111 NZ_CDDB000000000.1 
A simiae CIP107798 3.99 100 NZ_CDBY000000000.1 
A sobria CECT4245 4.68 48 NZ_CDBW000000000.1 
A taiwanensis LMG24683 5.08 987 NZ_CDDD000000000.1 
A tecta CECT7082 4.76 51 NZ_CDCA000000000.1 
A veronii Hm21 4.68 50 NZ_ATFB000000000.1 
Anaerobiospirillum succiniciproducens DSM 3.80 155 AXWV01000001.1 
Cedecea neteri SSMD04 4.88 1 NZ_CP009451.1 
Citrobacter sp 302 5.02 9 NZ_KI391984.1 
Edwardsiella tarda EIB202 3.80 2 NC_013508.1 
Ferromonas balearica  DSM9799 4.28 1 NC_014541.1 
Klebsiella pneumoniae HS11286 5.68 7 NC_016845.1 
Leclercia adecarboxylata USDAARSUSMARC60222 4.80 1 NZ_CP013990.1 
Leclercia sp LK8 5.21 75 NZ_LDUO01000001.1 
Lelliottia amnigena ZB04 4.62 1 NZ_CP015774.1 
M morganii KT 3.83 58 NC_020418.1 
M morganii SC01 4.15 63 NZ_AMWL00000000.2 
Oceanimonas baumannii DSM15594s 3.75 31 2593339295* 
Oceanimonas doudoroffii DSM7028s 3.83 194 2506520053* 
Oceanimonas smirnovii ATCCBAA-899s 3.28 28 NZ_ARMW00000000.1 
Oceanimonas sp GK1s 3.51 1 NC_016745.1 
Oceanisphaera psychrotolerans LAM-WHM-ZC 3.82 70 MDKE01000001.1 
Plesiomonas shigelloides 302-73s 3.91 389 NZ_AQQO00000000.1 
Plesiomonas shigelloides GN7s 3.92 83 NZ_JWHQ00000000.1 
Plesiomonas shigelloides NCTC10360s 2.46 1 NZ_LT575468.1 
Plesiomonas sp ZOR0011s 3.84 152 NZ_JRKB00000000.1 
Proteus mirabilis C05028 3.79 85 NZ_ANBT00000000.1 
Proteus mirabilis P100 4.15 126 2740892266* 
Pantoea sp At9b 6.31 6 NC_014837.1 
Plautia stali symbiont 4.09 3 NC_022546.1 
Pluralibacter gergoviae FB2 5.49 1 NZ_CP009450.1 
Raoultella ornithinolytica B6 5.40 1 NC_021066.1 
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Ruminobacter amylophilus DSM 1361 2.82 117 FOXF01000116.1 
Ruminobacter RM87 T489 2.86 123 JNKD01000001.1 
Ruminobacter sp RM87 2.86 123 NZ_JNKD01000001.1 
Serratia marcescens FGI94 4.86 1 NC_020064.1 
Shimwellia blattae DSM4481 4.16 1 NC_017910.1 
Succinimonas amylolytica DSM 2873 3.96 23 KB899636.1 
Succinatimonas hippei YIT 12066 2.31 141 GL830939.1 
Succinatimonas sp CAG777 2.25 71 HF987897.1 
Succinivibrionaceae bacterium WG1 2.95 43 GL995195.1 
Succinimonas amylolytica DSM2873 3.96 23 NZ_KB899636.1 
Succinivibrio dextrinosolvens H5 2.68 106 NZ_KL370853.1 
Tolumonas auensis DSM9187s 3.47 1 NC_012691.1 
Tolumonas sp BRL6-1s 3.63 9 NZ_AZUK00000000.1 
Vibrio anguillarum 775s 4.05 2 NC_015633.1 
Vibrio cholerae IEC224s 4.08 2 NC_016944.1 
Vibrio fisheri ES114s 4.27 3 NC_006840.2 
Vibrio furnissii NCTC11218s 4.92 2 NC_016602.1 
Vibrio harveyi ATCCBAA1116s 6.06 3 NC_009777.1 
Vibrio parahaemolyticus BB22OPs 5.10 2 NC_019955.1 
Vibrio spledidus LGP32s 4.97 2 NC_011744.2 
Vibrio vulnificus CMCP6s 5.13 2 NC_004459.3 
     
Species Name Strain 
Genome 
Length 
(Mbp) 
No. of 
Scaffolds Asscesion Number 
          
     
Roseobacter Set     
          
Asticcacaulis excentricus CB48 4.31 4 NC_014817.1 
Brevundimonas subvibrioides ATCC15264 3.45 1 NC_014375.1 
Caulobacter  K31 5.89 3 NC_002696.2 
Caulobacter crescentus CB15 4.02 1 NC_011916.1 
Caulobacter crescentus NA1000 4.04 1 NC_014100.1 
Caulobacter segnis ATCC21756 4.66 1 NC_010333.1 
Citreicella  357 4.60 180 NZ_AJKJ01000164.1 
Citreicella  SE45 5.52 9 NZ_GG704601.1 
Dinoroseobacter shibae DFL12 4.42 6 NC_009959.1 
Hirschia baltica ATCC49814 3.54 2 NC_012983.1 
Hyphomonas neptunium ATCC15444 3.71 1 NC_008358.1 
Jannaschia  CCS1 4.40 2 NC_007802.1 
Leisingera  ANG-DT 4.60 91 NZ_JWLE00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG-M1 5.38 92 NZ_JWLC00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG-M6 4.54 54 NZ_JWLG00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG-M7 4.58 58 NC_023146.1 
Leisingera  ANG-S 4.57 68 NZ_JWLM00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG-S3 4.60 70 NZ_JWLF00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG-S5 4.66 43 NZ_JWLH00000000.1 
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Leisingera  ANG-Vp 5.15 143 NZ_JWLD00000000.1 
Leisingera  ANG1 4.60 26 NZ_AFCF00000000.2 
Leisingera  Y4I 4.34 5 NZ_DS995283.1 
Leisingera  JC1 5.19 168 NZ_LYUZ00000000.1 
Leisingera aquimarina DSM24565 5.34 15 NC_023146.1 
Leisingera caerulea DSM24564 5.34 21 NZ_AXBI00000000.1 
Leisingera daeponensis DSM23529 4.64 12 NZ_AXBD00000000.1 
Leisingera methylohalidivorans DSM14336 4.65 3 NZ_DS995283.1 
Loktanella S4079 3.56 43 NZ_JXYE00000000.1 
Loktanella atrilutea 29326 4.21 46 NZ_FQUE00000000.1 
Loktanella cinnabarina LL001 3.90 192 NZ_BATB00000000.1 
Loktanella fryxellensis 16213 3.55 75 FOCI00000000.1 
Loktanella hongkongensis DSM17492 3.19 16 NZ_KB823002.1 
Loktanella koreensis 17925 3.65 4 FOIZ00000000.1 
Loktanella litorea 29433 3.32 8 FOZM00000000.1 
Loktanella pyoseonensis 21424 3.91 22 NZ_FTPR00000000.1 
Loktanella rosea 29591 3.51 5 FNAT00000000.1 
Loktanella salsilacus 16199 4.13 77 FOTF00000000.1 
Loktanella sediminum 28715 3.26 16 NZ_FQXB00000000.1 
Loktanella tamlensis 26879 3.19 9 FOYP00000000.1 
Loktanella vestfoldensis DSM16212 3.72 49 NZ_ARNL00000000.1 
Maricaulis maris MCS10 3.37 1 NC_008347.1 
Maritimbacter alkaliphilus HTCC2654 4.54 7 NZ_AAMT01000046.1 
Oceanibulbus indolifex HEL45 4.11 105 NZ_ABID01000017.1 
Oceanicola  S124 4.65 339 NZ_AAMO01000007.1 
Oceanicola batsensis HTCC2597 4.44 7 NZ_CH724110.1 
Oceanicola granulosus HTCC2516 4.05 9 NZ_AFPM01000263.1 
Oceaniovalibus guishaninsula JLT2003 2.90 68 NZ_AMGO01000046.1 
Octadecabacter antarcticus 307 4.88 2 NC_020911.1 
Octadecabacter arcticus 238 5.48 3 NC_020909.1 
Parvularcula bermudensis HTCC2503 2.90 1 NC_014414.1 
Pelagibaca bermudensis HTCC2601 5.48 6 NZ_DS022279.1 
Phaeobacter gallaeciensis DSM17395 4.23 4 NC_018290.1 
Phaeobacter gallaeciensis DSM26640 4.54 8 NC_023143.1 
Phaeobacter inhibens 2-10 4.16 4 NC_018423.1 
Phaeobacter inhibens DSM16374 4.13 8 NZ_AXBB00000000.1 
Phenylobacterium zucineum HLK1 4.38 2 NC_011143.1 
Pseudophaeobacter arcticus DSM23566 5.05 8 NZ_AXBF00000000.1 
Rhodobacter capsulatus SB1003 3.87 2 NC_014035.1 
Rhodobacter haeroides 2-4-1 4.60 7 NC_009007.1 
Rhodobacter haeroides ATCC17025 4.56 6 NC_009430.1 
Rhodobacter haeroides ATCC17029 4.49 3 NC_009049.1 
Rhodobacter haeroides KD131 4.71 4 NC_011960.1 
Rhodobacterales bacterium HTCC2083 4.02 5 NZ_DS995280.1 
Rhodobacterales bacterium HTCC2150 3.58 25 NZ_AAXZ01000012.1 
Rhodobacterales bacterium HTCC2255 2.30 2 NZ_DS022282.1 
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Roseobacter  AzwK3b 4.18 31 NC_008388.1 
Roseobacter  CCS2 3.50 11 NC_015730.1 
Roseobacter  GAI101 4.53 9 NZ_ABCR01000029.1 
Roseobacter  MED193 4.67 4 NZ_AAYB01000010.1 
Roseobacter  SK209-2-6 4.56 29 NZ_DS999219.1 
Roseobacter denitrificans OCh114 4.33 5 NZ_AANB01000005.1 
Roseobacter litoralis Och149 4.75 4 NZ_AAYC01000028.1 
Roseovarius  217 4.77 6 NZ_CH724156.1 
Roseovarius  TM1035 4.21 15 NZ_CH902585.1 
Roseovarius nubinhibens ISM 3.68 4 NZ_ABCL01000004.1 
Ruegeria  ANG-R 4.68 41 NZ_JWLJ00000000.1 
Ruegeria  ANG-S4 4.54 20 NZ_JWLK00000000.1 
Ruegeria  KLH11 4.49 6 NZ_DS999534.1 
Ruegeria  R11 3.82 2 NZ_DS999534.1 
Ruegeria  TrichCH4B 4.67 129 NZ_DS999055.1 
Ruegeria  TW15 4.49 28 NZ_AEYW01000007.1 
Ruegeria  TM1040 4.15 3 NC_006569.1 
Ruegeria atlantica CECT4293 4.82 67 NZ_CYPS00000000.1 
Ruegeria conchae TW15 4.49 28 NZ_AEYW00000000.1 
Ruegeria halocynthiae MOLA 4.31 19 NZ_JQEZ00000000.1 
Ruegeria lacuscaerulensis ITI-1157 3.52 47 NZ_FQYJ00000000.1 
Ruegeria marina CGMCC 5.00 53 FMZV00000000.1 
Ruegeria mobilis F1926 4.83 5 NZ_CP015230.1 
Rugeria pomeroyi DSS3 4.60 2 NC_008043.1 
Sagittula stellata E37 5.26 39 NZ_AAYA01000035.1 
Sedimentitalea nanhaiensis DSM24252 4.95 30 NZ_AXBG00000000 
Sulfitobacter  EE36 3.37 4 NZ_CH959310.1 
Sulfitobacter  NAS-14-1 4.01 11 NZ_CH959313.1 
Tateyamaria  ANG-M1 4.43 32 NZ_JWLL00000000 
Thalassiobium  R2A62 3.49 1 NZ_GG697169.2 
Wenxinia marina DSM24838 4.18 41 NZ_KB902299.1 
          
     
Species Name Strain 
Genome 
Length 
(Mbp) 
No. of 
Scaffolds Asscesion or Number 
          
     
Frankia Set     
          
Cryptosporangium arvum_44712 9.20 1 NZ_JFBT00000000.1 
Cryptosporangium aurantiacum_DSM_46144 9.58 44 NZ_FRCS00000000.1 
Frankia  CcI6 5.58 136 GCA_000503735.2 
Frankia 45899 9.54 83 GCA_001536285.1 
Frankia ACN1ag 7.52 90 GCA_001414035.1 
Frankia Allo2 5.35 110 GCA_000733325.1 
Frankia AvcI1 7.74 77 GCA_001420875.1 
Frankia BMG5_23 5.27 166 GCA_000685765.2 
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Frankia BMG5_30 5.82 95 GCA_001983005.1 
Frankia BMG5_36 11.20 280 GCA_001854805.1 
Frankia BR_AAY23_1001 5.23 180 GCA_001636575.1 
Frankia Cc1_17 8.36 195 GCA_001854655.1 
Frankia CcI156 5.33 145 GCA_001983015.1 
Frankia CcI49 9.76 78 GCA_001983215.1 
Frankia CED 5.00 120 GCA_000732115.1 
Frankia CgIM4 5.20 135 GCA_001756285.1 
Frankia CgIS1 8.03 289 GCA_001854725.1 
Frankia CN3_FCB_1 9.98 2 GCA_000235425.3 
Frankia coriariae_BMG5_1 5.80 116 NZ_JWIO00000000.1 
Frankia CpI1_P_FF86_1001 7.62 143 GCA_001421075.1 
Frankia CpI1_S_FF36 7.62 153 GCA_000948395.1 
Frankia DC12 6.88 1 GCA_000966285.1 
Frankia Dg2 5.90 2738 GCA_900067225.1 
Frankia discariae_BCU110501 7.89 194 NZ_ARDT00000000.1 
Frankia EAN1pec 8.98 1 NC_009921.1 
Frankia EI5c_UG55_1001 6.62 159 GCA_001636565.1 
Frankia elaeagni_BMG5_12 7.59 135 NZ_ARFH00000000.1 
Frankia inefficax_EuI1c 8.82 1 NC_014666.1 
Frankia EUN1f_ctg00163 9.35 396 GCA_000177675.1 
Frankia EUN1h 9.91 129 GCA_001854645.1 
Frankia Iso899 5.10 67 GCA_000421445.1 
Frankia NRRL_B_16219 5.26 135 GCA_001854695.1 
Frankia asymbiotica_NRRL_B_16386 9.44 174 NZ_MOMC00000000.1 
Frankia QA3 7.59 1 NZ_CM001489.1 
Frankia R43 10.45 46 GCA_001306465.1 
Frankia symbiont_of_Datisca_glomerata 5.34 3 NC_015656.1 
Frankia Thr 5.31 169 GCA_000611815.2 
Jatrophihabitans endophyticus_45627 4.48 10 NZ_FQVU00000000.1 
Sporichthya polymorpha_43042 5.50 1 NZ_AQZX00000000.1 
Frankia alni_ACN14A 7.50 1 NC_008278.1 
Frankia casuarinae_CcI3 5.43 1 NC_007777.1 
Frankineae bacterium_MT45 4.23 1  GCA_900100325.1 
 
 
TableS03. Genes used in the Frankia MLSA. 
 
Gene Location on NC_007777.1 
glutamate synthase beta subunit (3573463-3574905) 
glutamate synthase alpha subunit  (3574965-3579521) 
ribosomal protein large subunit 1 (659953-660669) 
                                 large subunit 2  (679418-680251) 
                                 large subunit 3 (677637-678344) 
                                 large subunit 4  (678341-679078) 
ribosomal protein small subunit 1  (1259062-1260540) 
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                                 small subunit 2  (4280241-4281110) 
                                 small subunit 3  (681044-681991) 
                                 small subunit 4 (692551-693180) 
elongation factor Tu  (675819-677012) 
bipA  (4627929-4629767) 
ATP synthase subunit alpha  (4442416-4444074) 
ATP synthase subunit beta  (4439882-4441321) 
dnaA  (35-1723) 
dnaK (5197168-5199018) 
dnaX  (309543-311981) 
GAPDH (1969408-1970415) 
groEL (715686-717326) 
gyrA  (8155-10659) 
gyrB  (6021-7955) 
recA (4210237-4211274) 
rpoB  (662999-666424) 
rpoD (1534111-1535289) 
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Chapter 4 – Rare genes and horizontal gene transfer in the 
Haloarchaea 
 
 This chapter consists of one publication and my progress towards a second. The 
first publication (Fullmer et al., 2014a) is a book chapter reviewing Horizontal Gene 
Transfer (HGT) in the Halobacteria. The major themes of the article are that the 
Halobacteria have a high effective rate of gene transfer, mediated by the traditional 
methods as well as their possibly unique method of cell-fusion, and that this rate of 
transfer has shaped their evolution. It was written in collaboration with J. Peter Gogarten 
and R. Thane Papke. I researched and wrote the manuscript and participated in the 
editing. J. Peter Gogarten participated in editing and writing the manuscript. R. Thane 
Papke provided the initial concept and recommended a comprehensive reading list to start 
the process. Thane also provided much of the direction and supervision to my efforts and 
participated in the editing and writing of the manuscript. 
 The 2nd part of this chapter is my progress towards surveying and analyzing 
restriction-methylation genes in the genus Halorubrum and the class Halobacteria as a 
whole. This work was done in collaboration with R. Thane Papke and J. Peter Gogarten, 
and in partial collaboration with Matthew Ouellette. Matthew Ouellette assisted in 
developing the concept and direction of the methylation studies and provided valuable 
knowledge of the restriction-methylation system. R. Thane Papke and J. Peter Gogarten 
participated in conception and design of analyses. I participated in the conception and 
design of analyses and performed all analyses. The major results of this work have been 
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the identification of 48 candidate restriction-methylation genes and the quantification of 
their horizontal transfer within the Halobacteria class.  
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Chapter 4.1 Horizontal Gene Transfer in the Halobacteria 
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Chapter 4.2 Restriction-methylation genes in the Halobacteria 
 
Introduction 
 The aims of this project are three-fold. The first is to identify the restriction-
methylation system genes in the class Halobacteria. The second is to analyze the 
distribution and horizontal transfer of the identified genes. Finally, the ultimate goal is to 
explore the role of geography in speciation. 
 RM systems (RMS) have been selected for these investigations for several 
reasons. An RMS pairs a methylase (MTase) that targets a specific motif with a cognate 
endonuclease that targets the same motif (restriction enzyme or REase) (Roberts et al., 
2003). This has lead to a longstanding hypothesis that RMS may provide an immunity 
function for the host (Kobayashi, 2001). The REase attacks un-methylated DNA, which 
presumably would be non-self DNA, and prevents incorporation of a large elements such 
as a virus into the genome (Corvaglia et al., 2010). Additionally, these systems are known 
to function in manner analogous to addiction cassettes (Ohno et al., 2008), and as such 
can also be viewed simply as selfish genetic elements making it difficult for the host to 
purge them from its genome. Regardless of which concept is correct, and they are not 
mutually incompatible, their functionality implies another possible role. They may play 
roles in initiating and/or propagating prokaryotic divergence (Budroni et al., 2011; 
Corvaglia et al., 2010; Kobayashi, 2001) by facilitating destruction of large stretches of 
interloping DNA. It thus becomes difficult for foreign ORFs to find their way into the 
host genome.  
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Methods  
 
Search Approach. The starting data consists of 217 Halobacteria genomes from NCBI 
and 14 in-house sequenced genomes (Table01). Queries for all restriction-methylation-
specificity genes were obtained from the Restriction Enzyme dataBASE (REBASE) 
website (Roberts and Macelis, 2001). As methylation genes are classified by function 
rather than by homology (Roberts and Macelis, 2001) the protein sequences of each 
category were clustered into homologous groups (HGs) via the uclust function of the 
usearch (v9.0.2132 ) package (Edgar, 2010) at a 40% pid.  The resulting ~36,000 HGs 
were aligned with MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004). HMMs were then generated from the 
alignments using the hmmbuild function of HMMER3 v. 3.1b2 (hmmer.org). The orfs of 
the 217 genomes were searched against the profiles via the hmmsearch function of 
HMMER3. Top hits were extracted and cross hits filtered with in-house Perl scripts. 
Steps were taken to collapse and filter HGs. First, the hits were searched against the 
arCOG database (Makarova et al., 2015) using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) to assign 
arCOG identifiers to the members of each group. Second the R package igraph (Csardi 
and Nepusz, 2006) was used to create a list of connected components from the arCOG 
identifications. All members of a connected component were collapsed into a single 
collapsed HG (cHG). 
 Because REBASE is a database of all methylation-restriction-related activities 
there are many members of the database outside our interest. At this point we made a 
manual curation of our cHGs attempting to identify known functions that did not apply to 
our area of interest. Examples include protein methylation enzymes, exonucleases, cell-
division proteins, etc. The final tally of this clustering and filtering yielded 1696 hits 
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across 48 total candidate cHGs. 26 cHGs are strong candidates with arCOG annotation 
suggesting DNA methylase activity, restriction enzyme activity, or specificity module 
activity as part of an RMS system. 22 are weaker candidates with predominant arCOG 
annotations matching other functions that may reasonably be excluded from conservative 
RMS-specific analyses. For a graphical representation of the search strategy see 
Figure01. 
 
Reference phylogeny. A reference tree was created using the full complement of 
ribosomal proteins. The ribosomal protein set for Halorubrum lacusprofundi ATCC 
49239 was obtained from the BioCyc website (Caspi et al., 2010). Each protein orf was 
used as the query in a BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) search against each genome. Hits for 
each gene were aligned with MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) and then concatenated with 
in-house scripting. The concatenated alignment was subjected to maximum likelihood 
phylogenetic inference in the IQ-TREE v1.6.1 suite with ultrafast bootstrapping and 
automated model selection (Hoang et al.; Nguyen et al., 2015). The final model selection 
was LG+F+R9. 
 
Presence-Absence Plot. The presence-absence matrix of cHGs was plotted as a heatmap 
onto the reference phylogeny using the qheatmap function of the R Bioconductor 
package ggtree2 (Yu Guangchuang et al., 2016). 
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Rarefaction Curve of cHGs in Genomes. The rarefaction curve was generated with the 
specaccum function of the vegan package in R (Dixon, 2003). 
 
Correlogram. Spearman correlations and significances between the presence-absence of 
cHGs was calculated with the rcorr function of the hmisc package in R. A significance 
cutoff of p < 0.05 was used with a bonferroni correction. All comparisons failing this 
criterion were set to correlation = 0. These data were plotted into a correlogram via the 
corrplot function of the R package corrplot.  
 
Horizontal Gene Transfer Detection. Gene trees for each of the cHGs were inferred 
using RAxML v8.2.11 (Stamatakis, 2014) under PROTCATLG models with 100 
bootstraps. The gene trees were then improved by resolving their poorly supported in 
nodes to match the species tree using TreeFix-DTL (Bansal et al., 2015). Optimized gene 
tree rootings were inferred with the OptRoot function of Ranger-DTL. Reconciliation 
costs for each gene tree were computed against the reference tree using Ranger-DTL 2.0 
(http://compbio.engr.uconn.edu/software/RANGER-DTL/) (Bansal et al., 2012) with 
default DTL costs. One-hundred reconciliations, each using a different random seed, 
were calculated for each cHG. After aggregating these with the AggregateRanger 
function of Ranger-DTL the results were summarized and each prediction and any 
transfer inferred in 51% or greater of cases was counted as a transfer event. 
 
Recognition Site Assignment. To determine the most likely recognition sites, each 
member of each cHG was searched against the REBASE Gold Standard set using 
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BLASTp. The REBASE gold standard set was chosen over the individual gene sets on 
account of it having a much higher density of recognition site annotation. This simplifies 
the need to search for secondary hits to find predicted target sites. After applying an e-
value cutoff of 1E-20, the top hit was assigned to each ORF.  
 
F81 Presence-absence Phylogeny. It is desirable to use maximum-likelihood 
methodology rather than simple distance measures. To realize this, the matrix was 
converted to an A/T alignment by replacing each present with an “A” and absent with a 
“T.” This allowed use of an F81 model with empirical base frequencies. This confines the 
base parameters to only A and T while allowing all of the other advantages of an ML 
approach. IQ-TREE was employed to infer the tree with 100 bootstraps (Nguyen et al., 
2015). 
Internode Certainty. Tree certainty scores were calculated using the IC/TC score 
calculation algorithm implemented in RAxML v8.2.11 (Salichos and Rokas, 2013; 
Stamatakis, 2014).  
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Results. 
The final tally of the homologous group clustering and filtering yielded 48 total candidate 
cHGs. 26 are strong candidates with arCOG annotation suggesting DNA methylase 
activity, restriction enzyme activity, or specificity module activity as part of an RMS 
system. 22 are weaker candidates with predominant arCOG annotations matching other 
functions are may reasonably be excluded from conservative RMS-specific analyses 
(Table02). The majority of candidate RMS cHGs are present in fewer than half the 
genomes (Figure02). Rarefaction analysis indicates all taxa are, on average, represented 
by half of the cHGs (Figure03).  
 
The phylogeny of the Halobacteria inferred from concatenation of ribosomal proteins was 
largely orthodox and broadly comparable to prior work (Figure04) (Soucy et al., 2014).  
 
The distribution of RMS candidates throughout the Haloarchaea is highly patchy and 
does not appear to follow a clear pattern of vertical descent (Figure05). This appearance 
was investigated by plotting the Jaccard distance of the presence-absence data against the 
alignment distance of the reference tree (Figure06). If the presence-absence data 
followed vertical descent one would expect the best-fit line to follow a roughly 45-degree 
angle (a.k.a., a 1:1 relationship) or something close to it. Instead, the best fit line is 
essentially horizontal, indicating no significant relationship between the two variables. 
 
To further evaluate the lack of vertical descent in the presence-absence pattern a 
phylogeny was inferred. The resultant tree is largely in disagreement with the reference 
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phylogeny (Figure07). To further visualize on this point a tanglegram was constructed 
pairing the reference with presence-absence topologies (Figure08). This view showcases 
the lack of similar topology between the two phylograms. The final point on this axis of 
enquiry is computing Internode Certainty scores for the reference tree using the support 
set from the F81 tree. The average IC score is an impressively low -0.509. IC is scaled 
from positive 1, when there is absolutely no conflicting signal in the support set to 
negative 1 when the support set supports alternative topologies. 
 
The patchy distribution of the RMS candidates and their lack of conformity to the 
reference phylogeny suggests a large volume of horizontal gene transfer events as the 
most probable explanation for the observed data. To quantify the amount of transfer the 
TreeFix-Ranger pipeline was employed. TreeFix-DTL resolves poorly supported areas of 
gene trees to better match the species tree. Ranger-DTL resolves optimal gene tree 
rooting against the species tree and then computes a reconciliation estimating the number 
of duplications, transfers, and losses that best explains the data (Table03). The pipeline 
reports a high volume of gene transfers in almost every cHG with four or more taxa. 
Approximately half (20 transfer events) of all (39 taxa) leaves in the average gene tree 
have experienced an HGT event. Only one cHG, a putative type III restriction module, 
has not been inferred to undergo at least one transfer event. 
 
RMS systems usually function as cooperative units (Ohno et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 
2003; Roberts and Macelis, 2001). It stands to reason that some of the RMS candidates 
may be transferred as units, maintaining their cognate functionality. This possibility was 
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examined by a correlation analysis. A spearman correlation was made between all pairs 
of cHGs. Those with a significant result at a Bonferroni-corrected p <0.05 were plotted in 
a correlogram (Figure09).  
 
Discussion. 
One of the striking points of these results is the irregular distribution of the RMS 
candidates throughout not just the class, but also within genera, species, and even 
communities. The patchy distribution is almost certainly the result of rampant HGT. 
While the sheer scale of the HGT is perhaps surprising, its existence as a major force is 
not. What really stands out is how little RMS genes ever seem to define a clade or an 
isolation source. Halorubrum only holds 5 candidate RMS cHGs absent from the 
remainder of the Halobacteria. And only one of those is found in more than 3 genomes, a 
type III restriction protein found in only 14 of 57 Halorubrum genomes. The Halorubrum 
distribution of presence and absences on the whole is only on the fringe of being different 
from the rest of the Halobacteria (p = 0.04, paired t-test). Essentially, HGT may be so 
prevalent that it might be that the presence of an RMS gene in one genome is equivalent 
to it being in any other haloarchaeal genome. While this author finds that conclusion a 
little extreme it is not entirely ridiculous. A culture-independent sampling of viruses from 
hypersaline environments pointed towards environments that are thousands of kilometers 
away from each other sharing a common ‘hypersaline-ness’ in their common viral 
assemblages (Santos et al., 2012). An examination of viruses from sites in Italy and 
Thailand found viruses with very similar genome sequences and morphological structure 
(Senčilo et al., 2013). Finally, a recent study examining halophile-virus interactions from 
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samples across the globe reported that viral host ranges frequently crossed great 
geographic range (Atanasova et al., 2012). The implications being support “for the idea 
that there is a global exchange of microbes and their viruses.” And also that “It suggests 
that hypersaline environments worldwide function like a single habitat.” (Atanasova et 
al., 2012). This is a little reminiscent of some of the early ideas of cellular life (Kandler, 
2002; Lawrence, 1999; Woese, 1998). It also harkens to, and exceeds, the level of 
genome fluidity for which the pan-genome concept was created to explain (Lapierre and 
Gogarten, 2009; Tettelin et al., 2005). Finally, this author sees a pleasing resonance with 
the Strong Black Queen concept (Fullmer et al., 2015). Still, if the hypothesis of RMS 
genes existing to act a defense against foreign selfish genetic elements is correct, how can 
a lineage get by without a robust defense?  
 
Since one of the primary targets is viral intrusion (Furuta and Kobayashi, 2013) perhaps 
there is a plausible explanation for why RMS is not an essential part of cellular 
countermeasures. The first consideration needs to be whether viruses are a threat strong 
enough to select for strong defenses. As predation of prokaryotes is very rare in high salt 
concentration, on account of Eukaryotes finding the environs inhospitable, viruses are 
generally seen as the main biological factor controlling prokaryotic populations (Guixa-
Boixareu et al., 1996). In support of this idea microscopy reports that the number of virus 
particles in relation to the number of cells increases as salinity rises (Santos et al., 2012). 
Seemingly in opposition, lysis is inducible in some viruses by lowering the salinity 
(Santos et al., 2012). Other work has also suggested that as salinity moves towards 30% 
viruses tend to behave more temperately (Bettarel et al., 2011). It may be that viruses are 
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less of an acute threat to halophiles than is typical, however, the disproportionate particle 
counts argue they must still be a major source of selection.  
 
If the virions are allowed to dock and import then other defenses besides RMS may be 
ready to resist. The best known of these defenses is the CRISPR-Cas system (Gophna and 
Brodt, 2012). CRISPR recognizes short (~40bp) regions of invading DNA that the host 
has been exposed to previously and degrades it. While it appears to be very successful at 
its task, prior work has indicated that it is not cosmopolitan within communities and close 
phylogenetic clusters, such as the denizens of the Aran-Bidgol lake (Fullmer et al., 2014). 
That leaves preventing phage from infiltrating the cell as the most likely defense. 
Altering surface decoration is one of the primary methods of avoiding phage predation. In 
the Haloferax there are two pathways which control glycosylation of external features. 
One is relatively stable while the other is highly variable and shows hallmarks of having 
genes mobilized for horizontal transfer (Shalev et al., 2018). On this thread, at least one 
halovirus has been found to require glycosylation by its host in order to infect properly 
(Kandiba et al., 2012). Another study found widespread “metagenomic” islands in closely 
related genomes of halophilic prokaryotes (Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009). Each of these 
islands is filled with a seemingly unique mixture of LPS and other external structure 
genes.  
 
Does any of this explain why RMS candidates are not found in cosmopolitan fixation? 
Probably not. Perhaps the constant fight for advantage proposed under the constant-
diversity model (Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009) is allowing rare genotypes lacking 
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intracellular defenses to survive. At least temporarily, until they become the leaders in the 
population and the viruses shift to attack them. It could be that as this happens they can 
then acquire RM immunity through the apparently ubiquitous HGT and the lineage is 
saved. Or maybe they do not and the lineage is slaughtered until the viruses move on to 
another upstart collection of genotypes that lost their defenses in exchange for a growth 
benefit. Another alternative could be that viruses, or other infiltrating selfish genetic 
elements, might gain access to the host’s methylation after any successful infection that is 
not stopped by the restriction system. In that case, a limited and vertically inherited RM 
system would then be an ineffective defense against the virus going forward. Under this 
scenario, a large and diverse pool of mobilized RMS genes could offer a stronger defense 
for the population as a whole. A single successful infection would no longer endanger the 
entire group of potential hosts. This dynamic may represent a form of balancing selection 
where compromised defenses are selected against until another scheme grows to 
prominence and is compromised. 
 
Further work.  
This work is far from complete and dozens of avenues of enquiry remain open. The 
earliest plan was to look at geographic versus phylogenetic relationships in gene content 
and function in the Halorubrum. That line remains almost as unanswered as the day this 
work began. An analysis examining the co-localization of RMS candidates in genomes is 
half-completed on the cluster as of this writing. It might provide much insight into 
whether these genes are being transferred as individual ORFs or as part of larger units or 
operons. Using PFAM to annotate domains in the cHGs may offer another method to 
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evaluate the relevance of the groups and their likely functions. While the existence of 
HGT has been demonstrated it would be interesting to try and determine how these genes 
are mobilized. One could survey the surrounding genomic area for insertions sequences, 
phage proteins, transposes, tra genes etc. for clues as to the mobilization. Presumably, 
any that are known to have been transferred but do not have a mechanism attached have 
been moved via the remarkable mating phenomenon. A recently discovered innate 
immunity system, BREX (BREX is a novel phage resistance system widespread in 
microbial genomes), has not yet been examined in this study and might offer some 
additional perspective on how this organisms, and particularly the community in Aran-
Bidgol defend themselves from the viral threat. 
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4.2.1 RMS Figures & Tables. 
 
 
Figure01. Workflow of RMS-candidate gene search strategy. Red circles represent input 
data and tools used to operate on data. Blue rectangles represent use and modification of 
the data during the process. Orange rectangles represent outputs at significant 
intermediate points in the process.  
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Figure02. Bargraph of the number of genomes present in each cHG. No cHG contains a 
representative from every genome used in this study. Indeed, all but one cHG contain 
members from fewer than half of the genomes. 
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Figure03. Rarefaction plot of the number of genomes represented as cHGs accumulate. 
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Figure04. Reference phylogeny inferred from a concatenation of ribosomal proteins. 
Tree was inferred under the LG substitution matrix using empirical base frequencies (+F) 
and a FreeRate (Soubrier et al., 2012) model of rate heterogeneity with nine categories 
(+R9). The major groups assemble as expected and the topology largely is in 
conformance with prior analysis (Soucy et al., 2014). The root was placed using Soucy et 
al., 2014 as guide. Dots represent bootstrap values greater than or equal to 80%. 
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Figure05. Presence-absence matrix of the 48 candidate RMS cHGs plotted against the 
reference phylogeny. The pattern of presence-absence does not appear to match the 
reference phylogeny. RMS-candidate cHGs are loosely ordered by system type and with 
the dubious candidates at the end. Below is a also a key relating the column names to the 
majority functional annotation. 
 
 
Figure06. Plot of alignment distance as a function of presence-absence distance. 
Alignment distance was calculated from an LG+Gamma model and presence-absence 
using jaccard distance. If presence-absence pattern is a function of vertical descent then 
the best fit line should broadly follow a 45-degree angle. There is clearly no correlation 
between the two measures. 
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Figure07. Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of cHG presence-absence matrix. An F81 
model with empirical base-frequency was employed. Root was placed at midpoint on 
account of the topology not bearing meaningful resemblance to the reference topology. 
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HaloferaxmediterraneiATCC33500__GCA_000685635
HaloarculacaliforniaeATCC33799__GCA_000337755
HaloterrigenaturkmenicaDSM5511__GCA_000025325
HalogeometricumpallidumJCM14848__GCA_000337095
NatrialbaasiaticaDSM12278__GCA_000337555
HalalkalicoccusjeotgaliB3__GCA_000196895
Halopenitusmalekzadehii__GCA_900108505
HalorubrumpersicumC49__GCA_002727125
HaladaptatusspW1__GCA_001723155
Halorientalisregularis__GCA_900102305
Halolaminapelagica__GCA_001307315
Haladaptatuslitoreus__GCA_900156425
Natronolimnobiusbaerhuensis__GCA_002177135
Halogranumrubrum__GCA_900114455
Haloferaxmassiliensis__GCA_001368915
HalobiformalacisalsiAJ5__GCA_000336655
HaloferaxvolcaniiDS2__GCA_000337315
Haloarculavallismortis__GCA_900106715
Halogeometricumrufum__GCA_900112175
Halorubrumtropicale__GCA_001280455
HalorubrumspEa1__GCA_002252965
HaloarculamarismortuiATCC43049__GCA_000011085
Halobacteriumhubeiense__GCA_001488575
Halorubrumdistributum__GCA_002252935
HalorhabdustiamateaSARL4B__GCA_000215915
HalorubrumspEb13__GCA_002252895
NatrialbaspSSL1__GCA_001861355
Halorubrumvacuolatum__GCA_900188065
Natronomonasmoolapensis8811__GCA_000591055
Natronorubrumtexcoconense__GCA_900100335
NatrinemagariJCM14663__GCA_000337175
halophilicarchaeonJ07HX5__GCA_000415945
Hrr_SD626R
HalorubrumcorienseDSM10284__GCA_000337035
Haloterrigenahispanica__GCA_900111485
NatrialbaceaearchaeonJWNM-HA15__GCA_002156705
HalomicrobiummukohataeiDSM12286__GCA_000023965
HaloferaxspSB29__GCA_001469865
NatronococcusamylolyticusDSM10524__GCA_000337675
HaloferaxsulfurifontisATCCBAA-897__GCA_000337835
halophilicarchaeonJ07HX64__GCA_000416085
Hrr_11106MGM
HalorubrumspSD612__GCA_002135005
HaloferaxspATCCBAA-645__GCA_000336835
Halorubrumsodomense__GCA_900111935
HalorubrumkocuriiJCM14978__GCA_000337355
Halomicrobiumzhouii__GCA_900114435
NatrinemapallidumDSM3751__GCA_000337615
Halococcushamelinensis100A6__GCA_000336675
NatrinemaspJ7-2__GCA_000281695
HalorubrumsaccharovorumDSM1137__GCA_000337915
HalorubrumspE3__GCA_002252955
HaloferaxelongansATCCBAA-1513__GCA_000336755
HalobacteriumspDL1__GCA_000230955
Haloarcularubripromontorii__GCA_001280425
HalorubrumezzemoulenseFb21__GCA_002252865
Hrr_ASP1
Hrr_ASP200
Hrr_Sp7
Halorientalispersicus__GCA_900110215
HalorhabdusutahensisDSM12940__GCA_000023945
HalorubrumspWN019__GCA_002286985
HalorubrumhaloduransCb34__GCA_002252985
HaloquadratumwalsbyiJ07HQW1__GCA_000415965
HalorubrumspIb24__GCA_002252745
HaloarculaargentinensisDSM12282__GCA_000336895
Halobaculumgomorrense__GCA_900129775
HalorubrumarcisJCM13916__GCA_000337015
HalococcussalifodinaeDSM8989__GCA_000336935
HaladaptatusspR4__GCA_001625445
Hrr_Sp9
Haloarchaeobiusiranensis__GCA_900103505
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Figure08. Tanglegram matching the reference tree against the presence-absence tree.  
Some of the connecting lines for several taxonomic groups are colored to help illustrate 
the discord between the two topologies. 
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Figure09. Heatmap of the 48 RMS-candidate cHGs. Blue indicates significant positive 
correlation in the occurrence of the two cHGs. Red indicates a significant anti-correlation 
in the presence of the cHGs. Positive correlation indicates the cHGs co-occur while 
negative indicates that the presence of one means the other will not be present. 
Significance level is p < 0.05 with a Bonferroni correction applied for multiple tests. 
 
Table01. Listing of genomes used in the study. 
Name NCBI ID Origin 
CandidatusHalobonumtyrrellensisG22 GCA_000495475 NCBI 
Haladaptatuslitoreus GCA_900156425 NCBI 
HaladaptatuspaucihalophilusDX253 GCA_000187225 NCBI 
HaladaptatuspaucihalophilusDX253 GCA_900142335 NCBI 
HaladaptatusspR4 GCA_001625445 NCBI 
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HaladaptatusspW1 GCA_001723155 NCBI 
HalalkalicoccusjeotgaliB3 GCA_000196895 NCBI 
HalalkalicoccusjeotgaliB3 GCA_000337255 NCBI 
Halalkalicoccuspaucihalophilus GCA_001593955 NCBI 
Halanaeroarchaeumsulfurireducens GCA_001011115 NCBI 
Halanaeroarchaeumsulfurireducens GCA_001305655 NCBI 
HalarchaeumacidiphilumMH1-52-1 GCA_000474235 NCBI 
Haloarchaeobiusiranensis GCA_900103505 NCBI 
HaloarculaamylolyticaJCM13557 GCA_000336615 NCBI 
HaloarculaargentinensisDSM12282 GCA_000336895 NCBI 
HaloarculacaliforniaeATCC33799 GCA_000337755 NCBI 
HaloarculahispanicaATCC33960 GCA_000223905 NCBI 
HaloarculahispanicaN601 GCA_000504565 NCBI 
HaloarculajaponicaDSM6131 GCA_000336635 NCBI 
HaloarculamarismortuiATCC43049 GCA_000011085 NCBI 
Haloarcularubripromontorii GCA_001280425 NCBI 
HaloarculasinaiiensisATCC33800 GCA_000337275 NCBI 
HaloarculaspCBA1115 GCA_000827835 NCBI 
HaloarculaspK1 GCA_001647155 NCBI 
Haloarculavallismortis GCA_900106715 NCBI 
HaloarculavallismortisATCC29715 GCA_000337775 NCBI 
Halobacteriumhubeiense GCA_001488575 NCBI 
Halobacteriumjilantaiense GCA_900110535 NCBI 
HalobacteriumsalinarumNRC-1 GCA_000006805 NCBI 
HalobacteriumsalinarumR1 GCA_000069025 NCBI 
HalobacteriumspDL1 GCA_000230955 NCBI 
Halobaculumgomorrense GCA_900129775 NCBI 
Halobellusclavatus GCA_900107195 NCBI 
Halobiformahaloterrestris GCA_900112205 NCBI 
HalobiformalacisalsiAJ5 GCA_000226975 NCBI 
HalobiformalacisalsiAJ5 GCA_000336655 NCBI 
HalobiformanitratireducensJCM10879 GCA_000337895 NCBI 
Halococcushamelinensis100A6 GCA_000336675 NCBI 
HalococcusmorrhuaeDSM1307 GCA_000336695 NCBI 
HalococcussaccharolyticusDSM5350 GCA_000336915 NCBI 
HalococcussalifodinaeDSM8989 GCA_000336935 NCBI 
HalococcusthailandensisJCM13552 GCA_000336715 NCBI 
Halodesulfurarchaeumformicicum GCA_001767315 NCBI 
Halodesulfurarchaeumformicicum GCA_001886955 NCBI 
HaloferaxalexandrinusJCM10717 GCA_000336735 NCBI 
HaloferaxdenitrificansATCC35960 GCA_000337795 NCBI 
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HaloferaxelongansATCCBAA-1513 GCA_000336755 NCBI 
Haloferaxgibbonsii GCA_001190965 NCBI 
HaloferaxgibbonsiiATCC33959 GCA_000336775 NCBI 
Haloferaxlarsenii GCA_900109695 NCBI 
HaloferaxlarseniiJCM13917 GCA_000336955 NCBI 
HaloferaxlucentenseDSM14919 GCA_000336795 NCBI 
Haloferaxmassiliensis GCA_001368915 NCBI 
HaloferaxmediterraneiATCC33500 GCA_000306765 NCBI 
HaloferaxmediterraneiATCC33500 GCA_000337295 NCBI 
HaloferaxmediterraneiATCC33500 GCA_000685635 NCBI 
HaloferaxmucosumATCCBAA-1512 GCA_000337815 NCBI 
HaloferaxprahovenseDSM18310 GCA_000336815 NCBI 
HaloferaxspATCCBAA-644 GCA_000336975 NCBI 
HaloferaxspATCCBAA-645 GCA_000336835 NCBI 
HaloferaxspATCCBAA-646 GCA_000336855 NCBI 
HaloferaxspBAB2207 GCA_000328285 NCBI 
HaloferaxspSB3 GCA_001469875 NCBI 
HaloferaxspSB29 GCA_001469865 NCBI 
HaloferaxsulfurifontisATCCBAA-897 GCA_000337835 NCBI 
HaloferaxvolcaniiDS2 GCA_000025685 NCBI 
HaloferaxvolcaniiDS2 GCA_000337315 NCBI 
HalogeometricumborinquenseDSM11551 GCA_000172995 NCBI 
HalogeometricumborinquenseDSM11551 GCA_000337855 NCBI 
Halogeometricumlimi GCA_900115785 NCBI 
HalogeometricumpallidumJCM14848 GCA_000337095 NCBI 
Halogeometricumrufum GCA_900112175 NCBI 
Halogranumamylolyticum GCA_900110465 NCBI 
Halogranumgelatinilyticum GCA_900103715 NCBI 
Halogranumrubrum GCA_900114455 NCBI 
HalogranumsalariumB-1 GCA_000283335 NCBI 
Halohastalitchfieldiae GCA_900109065 NCBI 
Halolaminapelagica GCA_001307315 NCBI 
Halolaminapelagica GCA_900115675 NCBI 
HalolaminaspCBA1230 GCA_002025255 NCBI 
HalomicrobiummukohataeiDSM12286 GCA_000023965 NCBI 
Halomicrobiumzhouii GCA_900114435 NCBI 
HalonotiusspJ07HN4 GCA_000416065 NCBI 
HalonotiusspJ07HN6 GCA_000416025 NCBI 
Halopelagiusinordinatus GCA_900113245 NCBI 
Halopelagiuslongus GCA_900100875 NCBI 
Halopenitusmalekzadehii GCA_900108505 NCBI 
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Halopenituspersicus GCA_900107205 NCBI 
halophilicarchaeonJ07HB67 GCA_000416105 NCBI 
halophilicarchaeonJ07HX5 GCA_000415945 NCBI 
halophilicarchaeonJ07HX64 GCA_000416085 NCBI 
Halopigersalifodinae GCA_900110455 NCBI 
HalopigerxanaduensisSH-6 GCA_000217715 NCBI 
Haloplanusvescus GCA_900107665 NCBI 
Haloprofundusmarisrubri GCA_001469955 NCBI 
HaloquadratumspJ07HQX50 GCA_000416005 NCBI 
HaloquadratumwalsbyiC23 GCA_000237865 NCBI 
HaloquadratumwalsbyiDSM16790 GCA_000009185 NCBI 
HaloquadratumwalsbyiJ07HQW1 GCA_000415965 NCBI 
HaloquadratumwalsbyiJ07HQW2 GCA_000415985 NCBI 
HalorhabdustiamateaSARL4B GCA_000215915 NCBI 
HalorhabdustiamateaSARL4B GCA_000470655 NCBI 
HalorhabdusutahensisDSM12940 GCA_000023945 NCBI 
Halorientalispersicus GCA_900110215 NCBI 
Halorientalisregularis GCA_900102305 NCBI 
HalorientalisspIM1011 GCA_001989615 NCBI 
HalorubrumaidingenseJCM13560 GCA_000336995 NCBI 
HalorubrumarcisJCM13916 GCA_000337015 NCBI 
HalorubrumcaliforniensisDSM19288 GCA_000336875 NCBI 
Halorubrumchaoviator GCA_900188075 NCBI 
HalorubrumcorienseDSM10284 GCA_000337035 NCBI 
Halorubrumdistributum GCA_002252935 NCBI 
HalorubrumdistributumJCM9100 GCA_000337055 NCBI 
HalorubrumdistributumJCM10118 GCA_000337335 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseDSM17463 GCA_002114285 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseEc15 GCA_002252875 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseFb21 GCA_002252865 Papke Lab Sequencing 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseG37 GCA_002252835 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseGa2p GCA_002252815 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseGa36 GCA_002252805 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseLD3 GCA_002252725 NCBI 
HalorubrumezzemoulenseLG1 GCA_002252735 NCBI 
HalorubrumhaloduransCb34 GCA_002252985 NCBI 
HalorubrumhochsteniumATCC700873 GCA_000337075 NCBI 
HalorubrumkocuriiJCM14978 GCA_000337355 NCBI 
HalorubrumlacusprofundiATCC49239 GCA_000022205 NCBI 
HalorubrumlipolyticumDSM21995 GCA_000337375 NCBI 
HalorubrumlitoreumJCM13561 GCA_000337395 NCBI 
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HalorubrumpersicumC49 GCA_002727125 NCBI 
Halorubrumsaccharovorum GCA_000700025 NCBI 
HalorubrumsaccharovorumDSM1137 GCA_000337915 NCBI 
Halorubrumsodomense GCA_900111935 NCBI 
HalorubrumspAJ67 GCA_000513435 NCBI 
HalorubrumspC3 GCA_002727105 NCBI 
HalorubrumspC191 GCA_002727095 NCBI 
HalorubrumspE3 GCA_002252955 NCBI 
HalorubrumspEa1 GCA_002252965 NCBI 
HalorubrumspEa8 GCA_002252925 NCBI 
HalorubrumspEb13 GCA_002252895 NCBI 
HalorubrumspHd13 GCA_002252755 NCBI 
HalorubrumspIb24 GCA_002252745 Papke Lab Sequencing 
HalorubrumspJ07HR59 GCA_000416045 NCBI 
HalorubrumspSD612 GCA_002135005 NCBI 
HalorubrumspSD683 GCA_002135045 NCBI 
HalorubrumspWN019 GCA_002286985 NCBI 
HalorubrumtebenquichenseDSM14210 GCA_000337415 NCBI 
HalorubrumterrestreJCM10247 GCA_000337435 NCBI 
Halorubrumtropicale GCA_001280455 NCBI 
Halorubrumvacuolatum GCA_900188065 NCBI 
Halosimplexcarlsbadense2-9-1 GCA_000337455 NCBI 
Halostagnicolakamekurae GCA_900116205 NCBI 
HalostagnicolalarseniiXH-48 GCA_000517625 NCBI 
HalostagnicolaspA56 GCA_000691505 NCBI 
Haloterrigenadaqingensis GCA_001971705 NCBI 
Haloterrigenadaqingensis GCA_900156445 NCBI 
Haloterrigenahispanica GCA_900111485 NCBI 
HaloterrigenalimicolaJCM13563 GCA_000337475 NCBI 
Haloterrigenamahii GCA_000690595 NCBI 
Haloterrigenasaccharevitans GCA_001953745 NCBI 
HaloterrigenasalinaJCM13891 GCA_000337495 NCBI 
HaloterrigenathermotoleransDSM11522 GCA_000337115 NCBI 
HaloterrigenaturkmenicaDSM5511 GCA_000025325 NCBI 
Halovenusaranensis GCA_900100385 NCBI 
HalovivaxasiaticusJCM14624 GCA_000337515 NCBI 
HalovivaxruberXH-70 GCA_000328525 NCBI 
Hrr_11GM103MGM   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_11106MGM   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_12103MGM   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_ASP1   Papke Lab Sequencing 
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Hrr_ASP121   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_ASP200   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_M52510   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_M425108A   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_SD626R   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_SD690R   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_Sp3   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_Sp5   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_Sp7   Papke Lab Sequencing 
Hrr_Sp9   Papke Lab Sequencing 
NatrialbaaegyptiaDSM13077 GCA_000337535 NCBI 
NatrialbaasiaticaDSM12278 GCA_000337555 NCBI 
NatrialbaceaearchaeonJWNM-HA15 GCA_002156705 NCBI 
NatrialbachahannaoensisJCM10990 GCA_000337135 NCBI 
NatrialbahulunbeirensisJCM10989 GCA_000337575 NCBI 
NatrialbamagadiiATCC43099 GCA_000025625 NCBI 
NatrialbamagadiiATCC43099 GCA_000337875 NCBI 
NatrialbaspSSL1 GCA_001861355 NCBI 
NatrialbataiwanensisDSM12281 GCA_000337595 NCBI 
NatrinemaaltunenseJCM12890 GCA_000337155 NCBI 
Natrinemaejinorense GCA_002494345 NCBI 
NatrinemagariJCM14663 GCA_000337175 NCBI 
NatrinemapallidumDSM3751 GCA_000337615 NCBI 
NatrinemapellirubrumDSM15624 GCA_000230735 NCBI 
NatrinemapellirubrumDSM15624 GCA_000337635 NCBI 
Natrinemasalaciae GCA_900110865 NCBI 
NatrinemaspCBA1119 GCA_002572525 NCBI 
NatrinemaspJ7-2 GCA_000281695 NCBI 
NatrinemaversiformeJCM10478 GCA_000337195 NCBI 
Natronoarchaeumphilippinense GCA_900215575 NCBI 
Natronobacteriumgregoryi GCA_900114025 NCBI 
NatronobacteriumgregoryiSP2 GCA_000230715 NCBI 
NatronobacteriumgregoryiSP2 GCA_000337655 NCBI 
Natronobacteriumtexcoconense GCA_900104065 NCBI 
NatronococcusamylolyticusDSM10524 GCA_000337675 NCBI 
NatronococcusjeotgaliDSM18795 GCA_000337695 NCBI 
NatronococcusoccultusSP4 GCA_000328685 NCBI 
Natronolimnobiusbaerhuensis GCA_002177135 NCBI 
NatronolimnobiusinnermongolicusJCM12255 GCA_000337215 NCBI 
Natronomonasmoolapensis8811 GCA_000591055 NCBI 
NatronomonaspharaonisDSM2160 GCA_000026045 NCBI 
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NatronorubrumbangenseJCM10635 GCA_000337715 NCBI 
Natronorubrumsediminis GCA_900108095 NCBI 
NatronorubrumsulfidifaciensJCM14089 GCA_000337735 NCBI 
Natronorubrumtexcoconense GCA_900100335 NCBI 
Natronorubrumthiooxidans GCA_900156475 NCBI 
NatronorubrumtibetenseGA33 GCA_000337235 NCBI 
SalinarchaeumspHarcht-Bsk1 GCA_000403645 NCBI 
 
 
 
Table02. Listing of 48 RMS-candidate cHGs. 
Homologous Group arCOG Function 
cHG_001 T_II_M-001 
cHG_002 ASCH_domain_RNA-binding-002 
cHG_003 T_II_M-003 
cHG_004 HNH_endonuclease-004 
cHG_005 MarR-005 
cHG_006 T_I_S-006 
cHG_007 T_II_R-007 
cHG_008 T_III_R-008 
cHG_009 T_III_R_probable-009 
cHG_010 RNA_methylase-010 
cHG_011 T_II_M-011 
cHG_012 RestrictionEndonuclease-012 
cHG_013 T_II_R-013 
cHG_014 Adenine_DNA_methylase-014 
cHG_015 HNH_endonuclease-015 
cHG_016 GVPC-016 
cHG_017 Uncharacterized-017 
cHG_018 T_I_R-018 
cHG_019 Endonuclease-019 
cHG_020 Endonuclease-020 
cHG_021 T_I_M-021 
cHG_022 DNA_methylase-022 
cHG_023 T_II_R-023 
cHG_024 T_I_M-024 
cHG_025 T_I_S-025 
cHG_026 Uncharacterized-026 
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cHG_027 DNA_methylase-027 
cHG_028 CBS_domain-028 
cHG_029 T_II_R-029 
cHG_030 ParB-like_nuclease-030 
cHG_031 dam_methylase-031 
cHG_032 Uncharacterized-032 
cHG_033 T_II_M-033 
cHG_034 T_I_R-034 
cHG_035 probable_RMS_M-035 
cHG_036 probable_T_II_M-036 
cHG_037 HNH_nuclease-037 
cHG_038 PredictedRestrictionEndonuclease-038 
cHG_039 HNH_nuclease-039 
cHG_040 SAM-methylase-040 
cHG_041 HNH_nuclease-041 
cHG_042 Adenine_DNA_methylase_probable_T_III_M-042 
cHG_043 Uncharacterized-043 
cHG_044 dcm_methylase-044 
cHG_045 T_I_R-045 
cHG_046 MBF1-046 
cHG_047 Uncharacterized-047 
cHG_048 Adenine_DNA_methylase-048 
 
 
Table03. Important traits of cHGs with four or more ORFs. Column three lists the 
number of estimated horizontal transfer events. Columns five through 10 contain the top 
predicted recognition sites and the frequency of those predictions within the cHG. 
 
cHG 
#ta
xa 
#transf
ers 
Function Recogsite #1 
Frequen
cy 
Recogsite #2 
Frequen
cy 
Recogsite 
#3 
Frequen
cy 
cHG_0
01 
16 9 T_II_M-001 GAAGGC 31% GGRCA 31%     
cHG_0
03 
38 21 T_II_M-003 CANCATC 53% TAGGAG 21%     
cHG_0
04 
12 4 HNH_endonuclease-004 GGCGCC 89% GATC 11%     
cHG_0
06 
61 44 T_I_S-006 
GGAYNNNNNNT
GG 
24% 
CAGNNNNNNT
GCT 
16%     
cHG_0
08 
14 0 T_III_R-008 NA 100%         
cHG_0
10 
55 15 RNA_methylase-010 ATTAAT 33%         
cHG_0
11 
137 97 T_II_M-011 GCAAGG 49% GKAAYG 28%     
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cHG_0
12 
8 5 RestrictionEndonuclease-012 GCGAA 29% CAACNNNNNTC 29% 
CTGGA
G 
29% 
cHG_0
14 
130 93 Adenine_DNA_methylase-014 GCAGG 45% AAGCTT 32%     
cHG_0
15 
21 13 HNH_endonuclease-015 GGCGCC 70% YSCNS 15%     
cHG_0
16 
12 6 GVPC-016 CANCATC 83%         
cHG_0
18 
7 4 T_I_R-018 
AACNNNNNNGT
GC 
73% 
CTANNNNNNRT
TC 
27%     
cHG_0
19 
4 3 Endonuclease-019 NA 100%         
cHG_0
21 
88 58 T_I_M-021 
GGAYNNNNNNT
GG 
37% 
GTCANNNNNN
RTCA 
12% CTCGAG 9% 
cHG_0
22 
290 120 DNA_methylase-022 CTAG 59% CATTC 14% 
CCCGG
G 
7% 
cHG_0
23 
37 28 T_II_R-023 NA 100%         
cHG_0
24 
16 8 T_I_M-024 
GAGNNNNNNVT
GAC 
75% 
GACNNNNNNR
TAC 
19%     
cHG_0
25 
4 2 T_I_S-025 GAGNNNNRTAA 75% 
GAGNNNNNTA
C 
25%     
cHG_0
27 
5 1 DNA_methylase-027 CATTC 100%         
cHG_0
30 
4 2 ParB-like_nuclease-030 GATC 75% CTAG 25%     
cHG_0
31 
153 70 dam_methylase-031 GATC 70% AB 22%     
cHG_0
32 
116 60 Uncharacterized-032 GCAAGG 43% GKAAYG 26% GGTTAG 14% 
cHG_0
33 
66 38 T_II_M-033 CAARCA 40% CTGAAG 36%     
cHG_0
34 
16 11 T_I_R-034 
GCANNNNNRTT
A 
69% 
GGCANNNNNN
TTC 
19%     
cHG_0
35 
19 9 probable_RMS_M-035 GGGAC 83%         
cHG_0
36 
38 24 probable_T_II_M-036 CCWGG 42% CCSGG 18% GTAC 16% 
cHG_0
37 
6 4 HNH_nuclease-037             
cHG_0
39 
5 4 HNH_nuclease-039 GGCGCC 100%         
cHG_0
41 
6 4 HNH_nuclease-041             
cHG_0
42 
21 8 
Adenine_DNA_methylase_probable_T
_III_M-042 
RGTAAT 71% NA 19%     
cHG_0
44 
179 110 dcm_methylase-044 CGGCCG 24% GTCGAC 13% ACGT 11% 
cHG_0
45 
58 42 T_I_R-045 
CCCNNNNNRTT
GY 
63% 
GCANNNNNRTT
A 
28%     
cHG_0
48 
54 35 Adenine_DNA_methylase-048 CCRGAG 36% GTMKAC 30%     
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Chapter 5 – A novel idea about how pan-genomes might evolve. 
 This chapter departs somewhat from the previously presented work and deals with 
the hypotheticals of evolution. The manuscript is an opinion piece postulating an 
extension of the well-known “Black Queen Hypothesis” (BQH) first posited by Morris et 
al. (Morris et al., 2012). Its crux is the notion that the pan-genome of a species, 
population, or community might act as a shared resource and each individual (or taxon) 
might not need to do everything on its own. The result might look like strong cooperation 
but the path to these ends could be reached through a race to cheat. This manuscript was 
prepared in collaboration with Shannon M. Soucy and J. Peter Gogarten. J. Peter 
Gogarten conceived of the original concept and wrote a grant application that became the 
basis for the 1st draft. Shannon M. Soucy participated in concept development and 
participated in the editing of the manuscript. I developed the concept with J. Peter 
Gogarten and developed the drafts from the original grant text, as well as editing of the 
manuscript. The major result of this chapter is the introduction of the “strong Black 
Queen Hypothesis” whereby mutual cheating might lead to apparent stable cooperation. 
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Chapter 5.1 The pan-genome as a shared genomic resource: mutual cheating, 
cooperation and the black queen hypothesis 
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions 
 
Identifying and delimiting taxonomic units, usually at the species level, has been a 
prevalent theme of this dissertation. Chapter 2 features two first-author 
publications centered heavily around this topic (Colston et al., 2014; Fullmer et al., 
2014b). Likewise, in three publications in the appendices my contributions centered 
around delimiting and classifying taxa (Collins et al., 2015; Gromek et al., 2016; Ram 
Mohan et al., 2014).  My work in these manuscripts emphasizes established methods 
in the field (Auch et al., 2010; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Papke et al., 2007; 
Sullivan et al., 2005) and utilizes them in largely orthodox manners. These works 
have some technical novelty by being an early use of average nucleotide identity 
(ANI) in the Halobacteria, as well as introducing a new multilocus sequence analysis 
scheme and recommendations for utilizing whole genome comparisons in the 
Aeromonas. Chapter 3 covers my work developing a novel method to extend existing 
ANI methodology. Chapter 3 also continues the classification theme with work 
demonstrating a method with the potential to delimit taxonomic ranks in silico 
above species.  
 
The fourth chapter reports a deeper examination of the Halobacteria. The first 
section is a book chapter wherein I discuss the prevalence, role, and evolutionary 
impact of horizontal gene transfer in the Halobacteria (Fullmer et al., 2014a). The 
second section reports my development and implementation of a search 
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methodology for identifying restriction-methylation genes in the Halobacteria. After 
identifying them, I present evidence demonstrating their frequent horizontal 
transfer. These results set the stage for possible future work examining their impact 
on divergence in populations of Halorubrum. 
 
The fifth chapter covers a different type of work than the proceeding chapter. I 
present a hypothesis extending the Black Queen Hypothesis (Morris et al., 2012). 
This hypothesis, termed the “strong” Black Queen, proposes how mutual cheating 
might result in a stable community with mixed production of common goods 
(Fullmer et al., 2015). Perhaps the most interesting consequence of this hypothesis 
is how pure cheating can create a final result possibly indistinguishable from 
mutualistic relationships. 
 
These chapters are united by only one theme. That is a desire to understand how 
microbes evolve. The motivation for exploring the classification of microbes lies in 
needing to understand where evolution has placed them before the question of how 
they arrived there can be asked. Chapter 4 is prominently features examination of 
forces that are known, or are proposed, to shape the evolutionary history of the 
Halobacteria. Parts of chapter 1 (Fullmer et al., 2014b) and the appendices (Ram 
Mohan et al., 2014; Soucy et al., 2014) also explore the forces that shape the group. 
Chapter 5 directly ponders what forces could be shaping real populations and 
communities and offers an idea for further research to test. 
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Appendices – Non 1st-author peer-reviewed publications 
 
Appendix A – Ram Mohan et al., 2014 
 
Evidence from phylogenetic and genome fingerprinting analyses suggests rapidly 
changing variation in Halobrubrum and Haloarcula populations 
 
This section features Nikhil Ram Mohan’s manuscript on using RAPD to quickly identify 
genomic heterogeneity in population isolates (Ram Mohan et al., 2014). R. Thane Papke, 
J. Peter Gogarten, and Antonio Ventosa conceived the research. Nikhil Ram Mohan, 
Matthew S. Fullmer, Andrea M. Makkay, and Ryan Wheeler gathered data, and 
performed the analyses. Nikhil Ram Mohan, Matthew S. Fullmer, Andrea M. Makkay, 
Ryan Wheeler, Antonio Ventosa, J. Peter Gogarten, and R. Thane Papke wrote the 
manuscript. 
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Appendix B – Soucy et al., 2014 
 
Inteins as indicators of gene flow in the halobacteria 
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Appendix C – Collins et al., 2014 
 
Comparative genomics of Roseobacter clade bacteria isolated from the accessory 
nidamental gland of Euprymna scolopes 
 
This section features Andrew Collins’ manuscript comparing the genomes and genomic 
complements of alpha-proteobacteria isolates he sequenced from the Hawaiian Bobtail 
Squid, Euprymna scalopes. My contribution to this article was centered around providing 
a phylogeny which we used to place his isolates as well as whole-genome comparisons 
with which we could classify the taxa into species. The latter consisted of using jANI in 
normal order. The former involved adapting/devising a MLSA scheme which fit our 
particular range of organisms. This boiled down to identifying what MLSA schema had 
been used in the literature and identifying which genes had good representation in our set 
of genomes. I participated in the drafting of the relevant areas of the manuscript as well 
as in the editing of the document. 
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Appendix D – Gromek, Suria et al., 2015 
 
Leisingera sp. JC1, a Bacterial Isolate from Hawaiian Bobtail Squid Eggs, Produces 
Indigoidine and Differentially Inhibits Vibrios 
 
This section sees my collaboration with the Nyholm lab continue. Andrea’s paper is 
concerned with the repertoire of metabolic products here isolate from a squid egg jelly 
coat can produce (Gromek et al., 2016). My role was a reprisal of what I contributed to 
Collins et al., 2015 with the addition of some genome comparisons using BRIG and 
Mauve. I participated in the drafting of the relevant areas of the manuscript as well as in 
the editing of the document. 
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